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Hambletonian winner, Duenna after a quick mile for Stanley Dancer.

HAMBLETONIAN
WEEK AT THE MEADOWLANDS Duenna Captures Harabo
The 58th Hambletonian with a 37,500 loyal patrons who turned out Duenna forced a recall after Kentucky. The 1983 Hambletonian

purse of one million plus was won by for the hot, humid afternoon
Duenna (Green Speed-LaSoubrette) program.
at the Meadowlands on Saturday, The victory was a fourth for
August 6.
Stanley Dancer and came eighteen
days after the death of pre-race
Duenna timed in 1:57.3 in the first favorite
Dancer’s Crown. The colt,
heat won the final in 1:57.2, a named for
Hall of Fame driver,
Meadowlands track record for three died duringthe
surgery
for a displaced
year old filly trotters.
colon.
Teamed by the talented veteran, Duenna, a daughter of the recently
Stanley Dancer and owned by for ill-fated New York Sire, Green
mer Mainer, Norman Woolworth — Speed, is out of the Nevele Pride
the filly trotted the winning quarters mare, LaSoubrette, with both dam
in :28.1 — :58.2 — 1:27.3 in the best and grand dam Pompanette owned
attended Hambletonian ever — by Woolworth’s Stoner Creek Stud in

misbehaving at the gate in the final,
but the patient Dancer returned with
the situation under control, leaving
smoothly from the two hole to sit
second behind Speedy Cloude on the
clubhouse turn. Duenna took the
lead just before moving onto the
backstretch and held on despite
challenges by Joie De Vie ad T.V.
Yankee on the final turn. Winky’s
Gill, another filly, closed quickly on
the outside to finish second, with
Speedy Claude third. The race, in its
entirety was E.S.P.N. televised by
Sharon Smith’s, Down The Stretch.

filly comes rightfully by her recent
win with a two year old mark of
2:02.3 plus earnings in ’82 of $110,842.
The favorite, Joie De Vie won the
first division of the first heat and
Duenna also triumphed in her
division of the first heat. Only the
two could win the race in the second
heat. If there had been another
winner, it would have forced a threehorse race off at the humid East
Rutherford oval. The first five
finishers in each division par
ticipated in the second heat.

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

12 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Northern Maine Fairgrounds
13 — Mid Summer Classic — Scarborough
14 — Mass. Sire Stakes — Sharlu Farm Leveret, Mass.
14 — Final Day at Hinsdale Raceway
14 — Scarborough Downs Pace (2nd leg)
17 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Skowhegan
18 — New England Sire Stakes — Foxboro
18 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Skowhegan
19 — New England Sire Stakes — Foxboro
19 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Skowhegan

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

19 — Late Summer Classic — Scarborough
21 — Maine Breeders & Owners Assn. Picnic — Cianchette Farm
21 — Scarborough Downs Pace — Final
24 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Scarborough
25 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Scarborough
26 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Scarborough
26 — Late Summer Classic — Scarborough
28 — Mass. Sire Stakes — Marshfield Fair
28 — Sophomore Classic — Scarborough
30 — Maine Breeders Stakes — Windsor Fair
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Maine Commission Reappointed
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS
1983 STAKES SCHEDULE

SKOWHEGAN
AugUSSt

2 y.o. Trot

3 y.o. Trot

3 y.o. Filly Pace

2 y.o. Colt Pace

2 y.o. Filly Pace

3 y.o. Colt Pace

Wed. 17

Thurs. 18

Fri. 19

SCAR. DNS.
August

Wed. 24

Thurs. 24

Fri. 26

WINDSOR
Aug/Sept.

Tues. 30

Wed. 31

Thurs. 1

Maine Harness Racing Commissioners (1 to r) George McHale, Chairman
Joseph Kenneally, Ed Anderson were recently reappointed to serve another term.

By Anthony J. Aliberti

FARMINGTON
September

Tues.20

Wed. 21

Thurs. 22

CUMBERLAND
September

Tues.27

Wed. 28

Thurs. 29

FRYEBURG
October

Tues. 4

Wed. 5

Thurs. 6

LEWISTON
October

Wed. 12

Fri. 14

Sat. 15

Fri. 21

Sat. 22

FINALS

LEWISTON
October

Wed. 19

Maine governor Joseph Brennan dynamic growth during each of the
re-posted each of Maine’s three past three years.
Race Commissioners for new three This Commission has also
year terms. Their original terms vigorously enforced Maine’s tough
had already expired. Recently Dr. medication rules, closing existing
Joseph Kenneally, Ed Anderson and loopholes and pursuing cases
George McHale appeared before a through the courts. But perhaps the
legislative review panel for con most significant contribution has
been streamlining the hearing
firmation.
Kenneally, the Chairman, has process. All decisions are made in
already served a pair of three year public with reasons stated for the
terms, while McHale and Anderson re c o rd , th e re is alw ay s a
were originally appointed in 1980. representative of the Attorney
Each of these new terms will expire General’s office near at hand.
P ro p e r pro ced u res are now
in 1986.
This Commission has overseen rigorously followed. The powers and
Maine racing during its most tur limitations of this office are now
bulent era. Under Kenneally’s clearly understood.
chairmanship Scarborough Downs In the coming years this group
must tackle off-track wagering, and
extended its schedule to five con other technological challenges. It
tinuous m onths, C um berland must also continue to wrestle with
Raceway was downgraded to the the process of fairly allocating
status of a fair. Two years ago the dates.
state altered the take-out formula, The recent confirmation of the
returning more money to the tracks three makes this one of the most
and horseman. This Commission has experienced commissions in the
regulated a sport which experienced nation.
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FOR SALE

‘C o m e O n e , C om e A ll!

F ollow The M aine C ircuit F or
J u ven ile S takes R acin g in 1 9 8 3 !

99

U.S.T.A. Sires And Dams Books
1965 And 1970 — $40 Each
Yearbooks — 1946 Thru 1962 Also 1966
$10 Each — Or Best Offer

‘S o m eth in g F or E v e ry o n e ! ”

Call: 413-648-9745 - After 6 P.M.
^

D O N 'T D E L A Y . . .
SU B SC R IB E TODAY!

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
(Please Circle Proper Categories)

Remember ...

The M.S.B.O.A. Picnic
Cianchette Farm Sunday, August 21st, 11:00 A.M.

PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL

Summer Business Meeting

JULY THRU DECEMBER ONLY (no back copies) For those interested in the
standardbred sport in New England. This is your opportunity to be informed about
harness racing (Please enclose check).
NEW SUBSCRIBERS $4.00

1:00 P.M. — Chicken Barbecue

Name

.Date

Address
.Zip.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072. Tel. 207-282-9295.

Dues of $10 May Be Paid At The Picnic

Attention: New Hampshire Breeders
Notice to Standardbred Breeders participating in the New Hampshire Sire
Stakes program. Effective immediately, please address all communications
relative to the program to STEVE TAYLOR, Commissioner of Agriculture,
Prescott Park, Bldg. No. 1, 105 Loudon Rd, Concord, NH 03301,
Tel. 603- 271-3552.
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Downeast Harness News
By Clark Thompson
Harness fans wagered a season
high $97,751 on July 30 to bring an
end to one of the best extended
meets at Bangor Raceway in recent
years. With near perfect weather
conditions, race fans responded in
numbers to quality racing and a
b e tter prom otional effort by
management. The result was a daily
average handle near the $70,000
mark as compared to $61,503 for the
1982 extended meet. This increase in
handle reflects the potential for
harness racing in northern Maine if
properly managed and promoted.
One can only speculate as to the
limit of that potential with modern
pari-mutuel equipment, physical
improvements to the 1950’s style
grandstand and a longer racing
season. If nothing else, the increase
in wagering, which seems to grow
each week as the meet progressed,
should put to rest the so-called
“ milking-the-market” theory which
has been used by management to
justify fewer racing days.
One of the highlights of the
recently concluded meet at Bangor
was the new trotting record set by
the Robert Allen (Cumberland)
owned Star of Love (Watchful —
Eliza B. Star). This six year old
graduate of the Maine Sires Stakes
program toured the Bass Park oval
in wire to wire (30 - 1.00.3 - 1:32.4
2:04.4) fashion for driver Don
Richards on July 29. On the same
night as the trotting mark fell, a
Maine Sires Stakes record was set
by George Robinson’s (Bangor)
three year old Valerie’s Beano (Mr.
Suffolk — Meadow Valerie).'Walter
Case Jr., on a weekend vacation
from Monticello Raceway, teamed
the “Beano” to a new lifetime mark
of 2:01.4 just a tick off the track
pacing mark set by Rebecca Jean
with Casey up in 1981. No one could
have been more pleased with
“ Beano’s” win than trainer Warren
Strout and caretakers Robin Withee
and Dave Crochere.

Valerie’s Beano teamed by Walter Case Jr. gains new lifetime mark of 2:01.4 at Bangor Raceway.

With more fast horses on the
grounds than in recent years, it is
hard to mention all of the out
standing performances. High on the
list were the two year old per
formances of Pub’s Cub (Silent
Majority — Pub), owned by Dr.
Alroy and Eastlyn Chow of Presque
Isle, Chinbro Sue’s Bret (Flying
Bret — Chinbro Sue), owned by Ival
Cianchette of Pittsfield, and Skipper
Ken (Scarlet Skipper — Jillana),
owned by Ken and Bob Irving of
Caribou. Chuck Moran (Winterport)
of the Warren Strout stable had the
good fortune of rubbing and driving
both“Pub” and “Sue’s Bret.” After
winning in 2:04 at Bangor, “Pub”
won the second leg at the Freshman
Pacing Series at Foxboro for John
Hogan in 2:00.2. We look forward to
a possible meeting of this trio in the
early closing program at the Nor
thern Maine Fair.

The Bangor Media R a c e was won by Good Fashion and Bob Dow in 2:14.3 recently. Media race contestants (1 to r) Dale Duff (WLBZ-TV) Ken Ward (Bangor Daily

Another highlight of the Bangor
meet was the media race. As we
expected, an over confident Ken
Ward (Bangor Daily News) was
upset by the hungry “County” boy
Bob Dow (WABI-TV). Some said
Ken was holding back Mark’s
Pleasure on purpose'so one of the
younger set could win, but we know
better. Ken was just hanging on for
dear life, and for good reason, as the
race went in 2:14 and change in jog
carts. The real disappointment was
Dale Duff (WLBZ-TV) who finished
last with Hockomock Comet. Dale
looked like anything but a comet as
he finished last making sure in the
process that his horse never saw the
rail. After the race Dale commented
that “it looked too crowded up front
for me.”
After Bangor, the fair circuit
makes it’s swing to Presque Isle,
Skowhegan and back to the Blue Hill
Fair for Labor Day weekend.

MARITIME NOTES

A muddy track at Connell Park in
Woodstock on July 15 only slowed
the Atlantic Sire Stakes three year
old pacers a step, as Brawley Road
(Tarport Ervin — Sunrise Ave)
prevailed in 2:04 and change for
owner/drive William Doherty. This
followed a 2:00.2 win for Doherty’s
colt at Fredericton Raceway in an
earlier sires stakes race, and a 2:02
win in the Francis M clsaac
Memorial at Exhibition P ark
Raceway in Saint John. Paul
Perry’s Big Hugh has returned to
the Maritime Free-For-All circuit
finishing second to Glenn Reynolds
winner of the Metro Pace at Sydney
in 2:01.3. It is reported in Atlantic
Post Calls — that Walter Case Jr.
may return to drive Big Hugh if he
makes it into the finals of the Gold
Cup and Saucer at Charlottetown
during Old Home Week.

News) Joe Lawrence (WDEA-Radio) Scot Davis (WGUY-Radio) Ed Fowler
(MPBN-TV) and Bob Dow (WABI-TV)
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PINE TREE SALE
September 10,1983

At Lewiston Raceway

“Featuring Sires Stakes E ligibles99
Early Consignments Include:

YEARLINGS
1 By SKIPPER GLENN (Maine Eligible)

1 By IAN HENRY (Maine Eligible)

(F ) Hollyhock Emerald (V.I.H. by Mungo Hanover)

(F) Ian’s Holly (Gator Rum

6 By SCOTCH BANKER (Maine Eligible)

1 By BETTOR’S CHOICE (Maine Eligible)

(F )
(C)
(F)
(F)
(C)
(C)

Hollyhock Holly (Oaklawn Princess by Captain Courgeous
Raelee Banker (Mini Miss Tux by Tuxedo Hanover
Hollyhock Gem (Jeannie Weenie by Tarport Adios)
Hollyhock Dream (Mia Jay Time by Jay Time)
Hollyhock Chuckle (Deviled Egg by Rum Customer)
Hollyhock Banker (Sarah T. Knight by Next Knight)

1 By PUPPET (Ohio Eligible)
(C) Hollyhock Jason (Torolona by Torpid)

1 By MOUNTAIN CRAY (New York Eligible)
(C) Hollyhock Falcon (White Jade by Runnymede Chuck)

1 By ADIOS SKIPPER
(F) Hollyhock Iris (Magic Cindy By True Duane)

by Demon Rum)

(C) Favorite Choice (Tiny B. Oregon by Rodney)

5 By STEPHEN 0 . (Maine Eligible)
(F)
(F)
(F )
(C)
(C)

Stephennikki (Sweet Sota by Hillsota)
Stephens Lass (Chauncy Matilda by Popular Byrd)
Stephennaa (Hapas Filly by Right Time)
Glorious Steph (My Gal A by Mungo Hanover
Master Steph (Take The Bit by Thorpe Hanover

3 By ARMBRO LIGHTNING (Massachusetts Eligible)
(F ) Lightning Flame (Olympic Wave by Olympic Hanover)
(C) Clancy (Limerick Miss by Bengazi Hanover
(F) Caledonia Bay (Taverns Cita by Steady Beau)

3 By SWIFT ANDY (Massachusetts Eligible)

2 By BLITZEN (New Hampshire Eligible)
(F ) Rivlea No Trump (Singleton Queen by Trump Hanover)
(C) Rivlea Comet (Fran Star by Newport Star)

1 By BIG POWER (New Hampshire Eligible)

(C) Bostons Pride (Boston Miss by Mount Eden N)
(F ) Swift Carol Ann (Fine Queen by Fine Time)
(F) Donnybrook Lady (Limerick Linda by Lord Bill)

2 By CORAL RIDGE (New Hampshire Eligible)

(F ) Rivlea Power (I’ll C E Lator by Isolator)

(C) Rivlea Wahoo (Wahoo Lady by Laverne Hanover
(C) Res Judicata (Shadydale Air Baby by Airliner)

1 By OLYMPIC STRIKE (New Hampshire Eligible)

1 By ROMANO HANOVER (New Hampshire Eligible)

(F ) Rivlea Strike Me (Mia Giles by Giles Hanover)

(C) Rivlea Micee (Burnt Toast by Fine Time)

WEANLINGS
2 By SKIPPER GLENN (Maine Eligible)
(F ) t nnamed-Foaled 4/18/83-(Gator Rum by Demon Rum)
(C) Lnnamed-Foaled 5/12/83-(Glinka Marvel by Altair)

1 By PEANUT GALLERY (Massachusetts Eligible)
(F ) Lnnamed-Foaled 4/l/83-(Valley Rose by Duane Hanover)

BROODMARES
SARA T. KNIGHT (Next Knight-Miss Billie)
In Foal To SCOTCH BANKER (Maine Eligible)
Clayton Smith, Mgr.
Cumberland, Ctr., Maine
TeL 207-846-5649

HUMDINGA (Flying Bret — Sara Go)
Maiden Mare
Harold Ralph, Pres.
Greene, Me.
TeL 207-946-5514

Out Of The Past — A Constant Change
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By Robert Lowell

Personality Profile

Richard Herman
By Anthony J. Aliberti

Petite Pointer, owned by Ruth and Maurice Fenderson of East Parsonsfield, Maine wins at Gorham Raceway
thirty years ago. Betty Mills gets a big stretch drive from Junior Hodgen to finish second.
Modified sulkies, disc wheels and
escalating purse structures have
given harness racing the new look of
the 80’s. Racing fans from coast to
coast had the opportunity to see top
flight racing from the Meadowlands
on Hambletonian day as racing
aired its new image.
To place the growth of the sport in
its proper perspective, let us take a
few steps on racing’s leader of
progress. In July, John Campbell
was leading the nation with 282 wins
and Billy O’Donnell was second with
246. In 1914, Maine’s Irving Pottle
was the world’s leading reinsman.
T he f l a m b o y a n t P o r t l a n d
businessman established a record
winning 44 races.
Maine’s Walter Case is currently
ranked fourth in the nation with 200

wins. In 1959, Maine’s Buddy Reed m etropolitan arenas and has
finished fourth nationally with 134 established itself as a major league
wins, but Casey with a longer racing sport.
schedule has 5 months to go.
To emphasize the rapid growth of
In 1931, Calumet Cheater, later racing, former Maine horse owner
known as Rip Hanover, ripped off a Maur i ce F enderson r ecent l y
mile at Lexington as two year old in commented how much the business
2:00 3/4 and earned the label of has
changed since he bought his first
world champion. Last season Trim horse
the late 1940’s. He pur
The Tree with Maine native Dick chased inMatty
Scott for $150 and
Macomber in the bike zipped around earned $800 racing
the Red Mile in a sizzling 1:53 3/5 in driver Arthur Nason. in Maine for
world record time.
Around the ovals . . . . Dancer’s
In 1926, the very first Ham Crown
died from the colic. The illbletonian raced for a purse of $73,000 fated colt
had only been beaten once.
and last season the purse was . . John Campbell
is driving with a
$875,000. The initial event went to
broken
leg
bringing
back memories
Guy McKinney in 2:04 3/4, but in
1982 Speed Bowl took the event in of Sanders Russell. . . former
leading driver Herve Filion is now
1:56 4/5.
Harness racing has moved from ranked 12th. . . Billy O’D. is leading
the r ur al settin g s into the in purse money with $3,294,000.

Broodmare Of The Month

Jicky Abbe

By Anthony J. Aliberti

later Rivaltime. The intermixing of earn as much money but will prove
Back in 1955, before cars had fins, the three: Gene Abbe, White infinitely more valuable, for they
or television had colors, Poplar Mountain Boy and Rivaltime recurs can extend the family one more
Juliann, a King’s Counsel mare often. Mountain Cray was Jicky generation. White Original, Jicky
paced in 2:00.4. She was bred in Abbe’s first offering. He paced in Abbe’s last foal took a two year old
Kentucky, and finished off her 2:01 as a two year old and finished mark of 2:01.4, and now hovers
career at Castleton delivering 14 his career with more than $76,000 in around 2:00 at Foxboro.
foals. Of these, a dozen took marks, 3 the bank.
Jicky Abbe is 10 for 10; each colt
beat two minutes and nearly $400,000 When Mountain Skipper retired it made the races, she leaves sturdy
was earned.
was natural he would inherit mares young daughters who have nothing
The first of these was Jicky Abbe. from the White Mountain Boy era. but pacing-maternal credentials.
This sturdy daughter of Gene Abbe Jicky Abby was among the mares Dam and Grandam each were
paced a win at Liberty Bell in 2:04.1 switched to Arthur Nason’s quick competitive high class race mares.
twenty years ago. But came home to son of Dale Frost. Her first foal Each mare from thjs family should
race at the Rock for Paul Cray of under the cover of Mountain Skipper produce race horses from each
was Mountain K.O. a New York breeding, and with the right infusion
Bellow’s Falls Vt.
When Jicky Abbe was retired she class horse who has since earned a of rarefied blood, perhaps a true
became part of a cross, which was mark of 1:56 flat and $165,000. champion.
not golden, perhaps, but delivered Mountain Lawyer followed and With just a touch of Dale Frost
“folding’money” raceway colts with nearly cracked the 1:55 limit, ear apparent, there is a wealth of
regularity. This Gene Abbe mare ning a speed badge of 1:55.1. Then Meadow Skipper line stallions
was sent to White Mountain Boy, and followed three fillies who may not waiting at the gate.

In years past Scarborough Downs
went through Presiding Judges as
though they were claiming horses.
They came and went. But this year
Richard Herman has occupied the
top spot since the start of the season
and it looks like he intends to stay
awhile.
He is aggressive and confident
both in his abilities and of his un
derstanding of the power and
responsibility of the position. More
important Herman is here because
he wants the job, not because he
needs it. That sort of independence
allows bolts to fly from the judges
stand without fear of repercussions.
Herman came to Maine with an
impressive background. He has
owned more than 300 horses. Among
them was 1976 Hambletonian win
ner, Steve Lobell. The stallion is now
standing stud duty in Germany.
H e r ma n is a La wy e r by
profession. He practiced primarily
in Manhattan before he retired.
“Harness racing is a labor of love,”
Herman enthusiastically states. As
an official, Herman came through
the ranks, attending official schools
in Ohio, and gaining experience in
Florida, Pennsylvania and at
Hinsdale Raceway in New Hamp
shire before coming to Scarborough
Downs as Presiding Judge this
season.
It didn’t take long before his
presence was felt. The citations and
notices of fines and suspensions
grew daily. To batches of appeals
were heard by the Race Com
mission. For the first time Herman’s
decisions were tested.
When t^.e dust settled the well
spoken, aggressive, articulate
retired lawyer blew his opposition
away. Alternating between the
diplomatic gentleman and the iron
willed judge he forcefully presented
each case. He found the right
moments to present evidence, the
proper time to back off and com
promise. It has become common for
horsemen to be represented by legal
counsel. With Herman at the table
the power of his office was
augmented by his ability to un
d e r s t a n d p r o c e d u r e s and,
aggressively cross examine the
appealing horsemen.
After half a summer Herman has
few s u p p o r t e r s a l o n g t he
backstretch. Unruffled, Herman
said “I am not here to win a
popularity contest,”
Maine horsemen, unaccustomed
to definitive interpretations of rules
are trying to make the adjustment.
It hasn’t been easy. But because he
is presiding judge they just dance to
his tune. Herman’s expectations are
clear, and couched in perfect legal
language, but few horsemen on the
track are able to behave as lawyers.
When they return to the paddock
they are handed citations for
violation which until Herman’s
arrival were usually overlooked.
For now Richard Herman con
fidently defends his active role.
Scarborough Downs is having a
successful season, the quality of
racing has been good, and now the
Race Commission has affirmed both
his procedures and his rulings. What
is yet to be determined are the long
term effects as horsemen struggle
day to day with Herman’s stan
dards.
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The Maine Circuit
By Lee Allen
The finest harness racing in the
history of Maine, both in quality and
quantity, was provided during the
past month. Pacers reached 100 on
the Al-Var speed scale a record 69
times from June 29 to July 29.
Trotters reached 80 or better a
record 18 times during the same
period.
There were far too many out
standing performances to mention
them all. The most dazzling cer
tainly was two-year-old Most Happy
Rod’s 2:00.3 win at Scarborough
Downs July 17. The son of Ricci
Reenie’s Best smashed his own
Maine record for two-year-old colts
and established a record 116 Al-Var
speed rating. He is owned by Paul
Cote and Roger Bourgoin of Auburn
who turned down a $100,000 offer for
the sensational colt. Alfred Grenier
is the trainer-driver.
Star Of Lov provided the most
brilliant performances by a trotter.
The six-year-old son of Watchful
broke the 47-year-old track record at
Bangor with a 2:04.4 victory July 29.
The old record was 2:05., set by
Pedro Tipton in 1936.
Don Richards guides Star of Lov
Star Of Lov earned a 97 Al-Var
speed rating for that mile but,
The pacers that reached the magic
despite the record, it was not his best
performance of the month. The figure of 100 on the Al-Var speed
speedy trotter won in 2:05.3 on a off scale from June 29 to July 29 follow:
track at Bangor July 22 and posted a (winning performance only(
The Top 10
99 speed rating. That is a season’s
Cheviot, R. Wing
122
record for trotters in Maine.
Owned and trained by Robert Luck’s Lazy Lady, J. Apperti Jr. 118
116
Allen of Cumberland, Star of Lov Most Happy Rod, A. Grenier
earned Al-Var Trotter of the Month The Andover Story, D. Richards 114
113
honors for posting speed ratings Peregrine N, S. Mason
113
over 80 three times for driver Don Ryal Eagle, F. Parker
Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 112
Richards.
The most outstanding p er Luck’s Lazy Lady, J. Apperti Jr. 112
112
formance by a pacer during the Valerie’s Beano, W. Case Jr.
110
month was Cheviot’s 1:59.1 victory Young Swartz, R. Sumner
110
at Scarborough Downs in the Dirigo Frost Star, R. McGhee
Pace July 4. That win earned Maine Mariner, D. MayllO
Best of the rest
Cheviot a 122 Al-Var speed rating
109
only four points under the all-time Steady Style, F. Parker
Maine record which is held by My Press Time Collins, R.Wing Jr. 109
AlPayson, G. Mosher
109
Bill Forwood and Jetlite.
109
A 10-year-old son of True Duane, K’s New Hope, J. Beckwith
109
Cheviot is owned by Robert and Hepplewhite Honey, P. Battis
Pauline Webb of Gardiner. Richard Macban Columbia, D. Dickison 108
108
Simonds is the trainer. Bruce He’s A Smokin, A. Nason
Pretzel Belle, D. Watson
108
Ranser did the driving.
107
There were many excellent per Bret’s Tango, J. Ammann
107
formances in the Maine Stan- Hanover Nelson, E. Richard
107
dardbred Breeders Stakes but the Two Score, L. Fitch
106
most outstanding was by Valerie’s Young Swartz, J. Apperti Jr.
106
Beano who won in 2:01.4 at Bangor Pretzel Belle, D. Watson
106
July 29. That was only one-fifth of a Steady Style, F. Parker
106
second off the track record which is Plymouth Mac, R. Sumner
106
held by Rebecca Jean and it Most Happy Rod, A. Grenier
105
established a new record for the Chinbro Time, D. Ingraham
Solar Echo, G. Mosher
105
sires stakes.
104
A three-year-old son of Mr. Suf Synek, R. Sumner
104
folk, Valerie’s Beano is owned by G.G. Skipper, W. Childs
103
George Robinson of Bangor. Warren P.B.’s Coral, P. Battis
103
Strout is the trainer. Walter Case Young Swartz, J. Apperti Jr.
103
Jr., home for the weekend, did the Sylvan Irish, K. Daigle
Fast Pete, P. Battis
103
driving.
102
Gary Mosher took Driver of the Race Me Aggie, W. Childs
102
Month honors. He was in the bike G. G. Skipper, W. Childs
102
behind 10 horses that reached the Our Burner, F. Parker
102
masic 100 mark for pacers or 80 for Fashion T, G. Mosher
102
trotters. Freeman Parker drove Our Burner, F. Parker
102
seven, Leigh “The Fox” Fitch six Count Special, S. Whittemore
K.W. Skipper, G. Mosher
102
and Jim Apperti Jr. five.
102
Mosher, Strout and Elmer Ballard Vin Rouge, J. Mollison Jr.
102
shared Trainer of the Month honors. Majestic Glenn, G. Bowden
102
Each trained four horses that J.S. Bob, G. Mosher
Hotline Lobell, D. Ingraham
102
reached magic figures.
101
Maine harness fans are seeing Count Special, S. Whittemore
high class racing this year and it Ghenghis Ghinny, J. Apperti Jr. 101
101
shows at the wagering windows. All Unstable Sean, L. Fitch
101
Maine extended-m eet trac k s, Saunders Far, L. Fitch
101
Lewiston, Scarborough and Bangor, Forest Down, S. Mason
101
have shown increases in total Vison Of Sin, B. Charlton
Fantastic Butler, W. LaFreniere 101
handles.

to a new Bangor Track Record of 2:04.4 for owner Bob Allen of Cumberland.

Valerie’s Beano, D. Ingraham
101
Mountain Novice, R. Lanpher
101
Lindalae, N. Murray
100
Avon Dasher, J. Nason
100
Hotline Lobell, D. Ingrham
100
M.H. Frost, R. Lanpher
100
Duty Calls, G. Mosher
100
Chinbro Suefly, D. Crochere
100
Richochet Skipper, D. Bustard 100
Sylvan Irish, K. Daile
100
Daman Bob, L. Fitch
100
Fashion T., G. Mosher
100
J.S. Bob, G. Mosher
100
Ida Bells, W. LaFreniere Jr.
100
The trotters that reached the
magic figure of 80 on the Al-Var
speed scale from June 29 to July 29
follow: (winning performance only)

Star Of Lov, D. Richards
99
Star Of Lov, D. Richards
97
B.B.’s High Note, P. Battis
92
My Nite Song, L. Norton
92
Beechwind’s Thunder, R. Lanpher91
Antie Teen, F . P arker
90
Lazy Hill Starlo, E. Wing Jr.
90
Native Tad, G. Mosher
89
Freedom Deal, L. Fitch
87
Good Time Harlan, N. Murray
87
B.B.’s High Note, P. Battis
85
Sammy Mac, J. Beckwith
83
W.W. Overlook, L. Norton
82
Star Of Lov, D. Richards
82
Summer Duke, J. Simeszku
82
Gibson Lobell, L. Fitch
81
Lightning Todd, F. Parker
81
Lucas Minbar, M. Tremblay
81

Who was harness racing’s first 2:00 horse? When did he go his first 2:00 mile?
Where? (If you can answer all three you’re 1. a knowledgeable source — or 2.
You’re older than you look!)

Northeast Harness News

A Tribute To Consistency
One of the steadiest and most
consistant Invitational pacers in
New England over the past several
years, Cheviot (True Duane —
Ensign Hanover) has dominated the
Invitational class not only at Fox
boro but also in Maine, New Hamp
shire, and Illinois over recent years,
Seeming to get better with age,
Cheviot, now ten, has once again
been classified with the “cream oi
the crop” of New England racing
for owners Bob and Pauline Webb oi
Gardiner, Maine.
Cheviot started his racing career
on June 17, 1976, at Scarborough
Downs, defeating a field of con
ditioned pacers by two-and-a-hali
lengths in 2:07.1. He was driven by
Freeman Parker. He had three
other starts in 1976, two of which he
won. He beat a field of conditioned
pacers by four-and-a-half lengths in
2:08.4, and defeated a group of NW
$750 pacers by two lengths in a
seasonal best of 2:05.4. His only loss
as a three-year-old came when he
made a break and finished last. He
wound up with $850 earned at the end
of 1976.
Cheviot started his 1977 campaign
at Cumberland, where he won two of
three races for driver Harold
James, III. His only loss was a
second to another horse who was
destined to have a great 1977,
Yankee Swapper. With the opening
of the 1977 Scarborough meet, Russ
Wing, Jr., took over the driving
chores, and Cheviot got razor sharp.
He won four races in a row, in
cluding a length-and-a-half victory
over Yankee Swapper and a win in a
then-lifetime best of 2 :04 ,£ rfftypr
T.B.J., Armbro Lightning, and Eli
Boy. By this time he was racing
aginst winners — over competition.
He beat this class two more times;
once in 2:03.2, and the other in a
lightning 2:01.4 (which was only onefifth a second off the track record
then held by In Living Color),
beating Bret’s Boy and Anvil Time.
This was on July 16. He was then
shipped to Foxboro, where he put
together a string of seconds against
Preferreds there. His only return to
Maine during August was to win the
second leg of the Maine Mall Pacing
Series in 2:04 over Velvet Donut, Mr.
Interlocutor, and Dana’s Butler. He
concluded his 1977 campaign,
though, with the best race of his
career up that point, when he won
the $4,550 final of the Maine Mall
Pacing Series by ten lengths in
2:00.4, breaking the Scarborough
track record. For Cheviot, it began a
close to four year stint as track
record holder at Scarborough. For
the year, in just seventeen starts, he
earned $11,065 with ten wins and five
seconds.
Cheviot’s 1978 began at Foxboro,
racing as a high conditioned there.
He was consistently in the top three,
while racing against such horses as
Stoney Creed, Ohio Ranger, and Mr.
Aloof. After beating NW $10,000,
Cheviot was classified as Preferred,
and finished second in a lightning
1:59.4 to Cindy’s Band. Then came
the opening of Rockingham, and
there, during April, he won two
Preferred — Invitationals and also
recorded a third in 2:00.4. By the end
of April, when he was given a rest,
he had four wins, two seconds, two
thirds, in only twelve starts, with
over $12,000 in earnings. After
returning to the races on May 27,
“Chevy” won three in a row; two
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By K. C. Johnson

Invitationals at Kockmgnam ana a
Preferred at Scarborough. He was
classified as an Invitational at
Foxboro, and while he did not win an
Invitational there that summer, he
had several seconds and was the
pacesetter for Ripping Chief’s 1:56
win before tiring and ending up
third. By the beginning of August, he
had over $25,000 in 1978 earnings. He
returned to the races (after an idle
August) at Exhibition Park’s annual
Invitational, finishing a respectable
fourth. After that, the Rockingham
fall meet began, and there he
recorded two wins and a second
against Preferred — invitationals.
He then raced at Foxboro during
December, recording three wins and
taking a new lifetime mark of 2:00.3.
He wound up 1978 with twelve wins
and $45,935 in earnings.
Cheviot returned to the races in
August 1979 way off form, finishing
fifth, sixth, and seventh in his first
three starts. Then, on August 26, Ken
Heeney catch-drove him to by far
the most impressive win at Foxboro
in 1979, winning in 1:57.3 (with the
final quarter in :28.4), although on
the outside for the final five-eighths
of the mile. He drew away to a
Length-and-a-quarter victory over
such notables as Taurus Romeo and
Ripping Chief. Cheviot was back.
The next week, on September 2 ,
Cheviot (True Duane-Firefoot)
Cheviot won the first President’s
Pace at Scarborough by four lengths race well. In the second President’s old teamster Russ Wing, Chevy
in 2 :0 0 .1 , breaking his own track Pace, he was second'from the eight broke fourth. He pulled at the three"ecord. Upon his return to Foxboro, hole (on an off track, which he never eighths, reaching the top by the half,
le raced in seven more Invitationals liked) to Jetlite. The mile went in which was paced in :59.3. He then
;here that year, recording two wins, 2:01. After a couple more Foxboro pulled away, pacing by the three;hree seconds, and two thirds. One of starts, Cheviot was shipped to quarters in an unbelievable 1:28.4.
lis wins was in a very impressive Fairmount, but could not regain the He won the race easily in a
L: 58.2 over Miles End Steve, magic of the past meet. He still phenomenal 1:59, a new track
Seatrain, Ripping Chief, and Besta ended up with $49,105 in earnings for record and only one-fifth of a second
Baron. Cheviot concluded his 1979 1980. Then, in his second 1981 start, off the state of Maine record held by
:ampaign with eight wins, six in a Fairmount Invitational, he My Bill Forwood. Cheviot had three
seconds, six thirds, and $53,650 made one of his rare breaks. He more 1982 starts, one of which was a
earned.
came out of the race lame, and was strong second to K.C. Three. For the
When driver Ken Heeney went to later found to have a chipped bone. year, he earned $20,270 and had a
rairmount Park during the winter of Surgery was performed in April.
mark of 1:59.
979-80, the Webbs decided to race
But Cheviot came back. After a Chevy began his 1983 campaign
Cheviot there as well. The per- ten month layoff, he returned to the slowly (no checks in his first four
ormance he turned in there during 1 races in the Jud Strunk Memorial at starts). He has since raced very
he early months of 1980 was nothing Lewiston on November 29, 1981. He well. By mid-May, he had two
short of amazing. After a second and finished a good fourth, and was back Foxboro wins, one in 2:01.3. He then
t sixth to begin the year, Cheviot racing. He was then shipped to returned to Scarborough, winning
:aught on fire.
The next Foxboro, where he closed out the the Governor’s Pace in a good 2 : 0 1
veek, he won again in 1:59, while year with two straight wins for and finishing fourth (over a sloppy
►acing the last half in :58 flat, driver Bruce Ranger. Cheviot was track) in the Memorial Day Pace.
His next two Foxboro starts were
tarked. The next week, he was an on the comeback trail.
asy winner again, this time in 2:02.
Chevy continued to get sharper. against Preferreds. He had one third
ifter two weeks off, his streak was After a third in his first 1982 start, he and a come-from-behind victory in
xtended to four as he won wire-to- won two in a row and was classified 1:58.4, his fastest win since retur
/ire in 2:02.3. He won his next start as Invitational once again. This ning from the injury. He then was
Iso, pacing the last half in 59 was after just six starts since shipped to Scarborough, where he
econds (while parked) to win in returning from his injury. He con finished second to Jovial Fella in the
:01.3. The record spoke for itself: 1tinued to race well. On February 28, Wild Bill Pace. Then, on July 4 at
ive straight wins and $18,850 in ihe beat a winners/over field in Scarborough, Cheviot ran one of the
arnings in just seven starts. ;2:01.1, His next win came in a bet races of his career to win the 1983
Cheviot was then shipped back to 1blistering 1:59. Two weeks after this, Dirigo Pace. Coming from off the
’oxboro.
pace, he outclosed Jovial Fella to
he beat Preferreds in 1:59 again.
win by a nose in 1:59.1. Chevy now
It took Chevy a while to get sharp
After a second against Opens, holds the third and fifth fastest miles
gain, as in his first six starts at
’oxboro he recorded only one jCheviot returned to Maine, finishing ever paced in Maine.
in the Midsummers’ classic at But Cheviot is more than a great
econd and one third. He then got ]third
harp again. In his next three starts, :Scarborough and second by a length Invitational pacer. He has become a
Cheviot had a win in 1:58.4 and a in
! the Scarlet Skipper Invitational at legend. With lifetime earnings of
econd in 1:58. He then won three in •Presque Isle. This was won by $196,769 he has become one of the
row — in 1:58.4, 1:58.2, and 1:59.1, Columbia Seelster in a new track greatest pacers in New England
(2:00.2). Chevy then returned history. Track record holder at three
/hile closing from last at the top of record
j
to
Foxboro
and then raced in a tracks at one time or another, the
he stretch each time. He appeared 1
o be unbeatable. Then, on August 3, Jclaimer ($35,000) for the only time in greatest pacer in Fairmount history,
life. He won by two-and-three- the fastest pacer at Foxboro in 1979,
tis streak was stopped. At the top of his
1
lengths i n i : 59.
winner of the Maine Mall Finals, the
he stretch, he was in a familiar quarters
(
iosition (last) and flying three-wide Then, perhaps, came Cheviot’s first President’s Pace, the fastest
/hen Mighty Eden jumped and imost remarkable race ever. He had Dirigo Pace, and the Loiko
back to the races for less than a M e m o ria l, C heviot w ill be
ammed into him. He hobbled home, been
1
ifth. But he could never regain the. 3year, and was invited to Windsor’s re m e m b e re d long a fte r his
ominance he showed during July of bid
1 to break their track record, the retirement by most New England
980. Nonethless, he continued to *John Loiko Memorial. Handled by racing fans.
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CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM
Presents Their 1983 Outstanding Yearlings
Last year Cead Mile Failte Farm bred the following stakes performers:
UNSTABLE SEAN p.2, 2:05.4h (Nevele Pilot-Amy Lobell)
GAELIC BEST BET p.3, 2:07.3h (Latham-Betty Byrd)
GAELIC MAJESTY p.2, 2:09.2h (Latham-J.M. Majestic)
MURRAY’S PILOT p.2, 2:09.2h (Nevele Pilot-Singapore Sling)
RAW SATIN — Formerly Gaelic Maine Time — (Latham-Vermont Adios) p.2, 2:07h ($8,000)
RACE ME FRITZ — Formerly Gaelic Fritz — (Latham-Fat Rosie)

p.2, 2:06.1h ($23,969)

p.3, 2:02.3h

In 1983 Cead Mile Farm bred, raised and sold GAELIC BLAZON p.2, 2:06.4h (Nevele Pilot-Betty Byrd)
already the top two-year-old in the Maine Sire Stakes
with three wins and a second in the first four weeks of the program.

FLASH! Gaelic Blazon Wins Maine Stakes In 2:06 At Skowhegan Fairgrounds

Northeast Harness News
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If you want a stakes performer in 1984, your best bet is a yearling from

CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM
Maine’s No. 1 commercial breeder.

Yearling Fillies:

Yearling Colts:

GAELIC BROGUE Br.f. by Nevele Pilot (Henry T. Adios)
1st Dam — Banbury Black Byrd p. 2:05h. (Fulla Napoleon). This is her first foal.
2nd Dam — Winged Byrd p. 2, 2:01.2h (Bye Bye Byrd) from 7 foals dam of 6
starters with one mare bred including Banbury C. Byrd p. 2:02.If. —
with 5 in 2:10.
3rd Dam — Winged Foot (Hoot Mon). From 13 goals, dam of 12 starters 4 in 2:05
— 9 in 2:10 including Keystone Whiz p. 2:02.1h $193,284.
This is the nicest sized, best mannered filly raised on the farm. Her dam was
much faster than the record indicates she paced quarters in .29 and halfs in 1:00 on
a half mile track.

GAELIC ADMIRAL b.c. by Nevele Pilot-Maine’s leading money-earning sire.
1st Dam — Amy Lobell p. 2:08 (Bengazi Hanover) — She is also the dam of
Unstable Sean p. 2, 2:05.4h — Maine’s top two year old in 1983 — A full
brother to this colt!
2nd Dam — Amorous Lobell (Stephan Smith) Dam of two winners out of three
foals, including Major L-Bar p. 4, 2:01.1m
3rd Dam — Adios Lady (Adios) Dam of eight winners out of twelve foals-8 in 2:05,
including Woodhill Ben p. 6, 2:00.4f and Adelaide Lobell p. 2:02.1h etc.
This colt has the size and breeding to be next year’s champ!

GAELIC NEMISIS by Nevele Pilot (Henry T. Adios)
1st Dam — Na Ma Hana p. 2:01.2 by Tar Mite. This is her first foal.
2nd Dam — Fairmeade Maid (Royal Blackstone) only two living foals Na Ma
Hana, as above, and Royal Merley p. 2:03.3f.
3rd Dam — Prim Brewer by Direct Brewer from 17 foals — dam of 13 starters
with 12 in 2:10 and 6 in 2:05.
This filly has an unbeatable combination — she is the first foal of the fastest
record mare on the farm and by Nevele Pilot one of the leading Stakes Stallions.
This is a classy filly who should be tough in the ’84 Stakes.

GAELIC KNIGHT b.c. by Ricci Bold Payster (Race Time)
1st Dam — Katy Valentine (Adios Forever) From 6 foals — 6 winners in 2:10 or
better. Gaelic Fortune p. 3,2:07.4 — ‘83
2nd Dam — Katherine H. (Mighty H.) from 11 foals — 11 record performers in
cluding Doctor Harp p. 2:00.2h — Hands Harp p. 2, 2:02h Navy Nell p.
2:03.4h etc.
3rd Dam — Lotta Hill (Follow Up)
This colt is one of the finest individuals to be raised at this farm. He has the size,
bone confirmation, to be a top race horse. His rugged good looks already mark
him as a force to be reckoned with next year. Take a close look at him you’ll like
what you see!

GAELIC TABITHA by Ricci Bold Payster
1st Dam — Tourterelle (Bye Bye Pat). This is her first foal.
2nd Dam — Most Happy Gal p. 2:05 (Most Happy Fella) Dam of 4 foals older than
2 — including one mare bred, dam of Fine Mouche p. 2, 2:08 — Y.L.
Charmeur p. 2, 2:06h and La Victoire $3,947.
3rd Dam — Missey Newport (Meadow Ace) Dam of 8 foals with 7 starters — in
cluding New Deal p. 1:57 $128,000 - Supa Trip Missey p. 1:59 $116,000
— Whata Fast Deal p. 1:57 — $75,000 Mem Arden p. 2:03 already the
dam of Georgana Arden p. 1:59 $163,000 Bea Arden p. 1:58.4 $69, 000.
This filly has one of the strongest maternal lines of all — In spite of being a June
foal, she has good size and will mature into a rugged two year old. She is a natural
pacer in the field.

GAELIC VISION b.c. by Ricci Bold Payster (Race Time)
1st Dam — Vermont Adios p. 2, 2:llh (Meadow Al) has produced Gaelic Rum p.
2:01.3h — raced time in 1:58 at the Meadowlands recently. Raw Satin
p. 2, 2:07.2h — earned $8,000 in Maine Stakes last year. Mi Babu p.
2:03.4h, Rum Bum p. 2:05.1h. Gaelic Traveler — two year old starter
in Maine Stakes.
2nd Dam — Vermont Dream (Knight Dream) Dam of thirteen foals -12 starters 7 in 2:10 - 4 in 2:05 -1 in 2:00 including Travelin Boy p. 2:00 $238,000.
3rd Dam — Miss Vermont (Dick Reynolds)
The sire of this colt is a full brother to Ricci Reenie Time p. 2,1:56.1 $156,000 and
also a half brother to Ricci Reenie’s Best, the sire of the two year old Most Happy
Rod p. 2, 2:00.2h. This colt has the credentials and manners to be tops in ’84.

GAELIC CARESS Br.f. by The Fireball — Maine Staked Trotting Sire.
1st Dam — Careless Mold (Smolder). This is her second foal.
2nd Dam — Careless Love (Rodney), Dam of Careless Shooter 4, 2:04.4, Suwanne
Boy 5, 2:09.2, Careless Start 2:09 -(p. 2:03.) Gay Darby p. 2:02.4h.
3rd Dam — Darling (Darnley)
This big, strapping trotting filly is from the first crop of the royally-bred son of
Speedy Scot — The Fireball. If you are interested in trotters, this filly should
catch your eye. Since there aren’t many trotting yearlings for sale, don’t miss this
opportunity. She trots as good as she looks!

All these yearlings are available for private sale. This
is the best group of colts and fillies ever offered by
this farm. We will gladly show you these yearlings
which are all jogging daily on the walker.

Contact: Paul or Marilyn Branagan

CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM
R.F.D. No. 2, Box 850
Greene, Maine
207-946-5628
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MAINE STANDARDBRED
Bangor Results

CHINBRO NICO TIME
J 0 0 -2 .2 : 1 5 2 Q u *

4705Y

ch (, 3. by lime Clock— Kicky Mac by Armbro Hurricane
Ival R. Cianchette, Pittsfield, Maine
Drim-KALTER CASE, )R„ 3 5 61 —MAROON WHITE

T .W . H A P P IN E S S
$ 6 ,6 9 0 -2 ,2 :1 2 2

2081Y

b g, 3, by Two D em and-M attuta by Lieutenant Gray
Jean Emerson, Alberta Emerson t Cora Bouchard, Mass. 6 Maine
Driyer-CHESTER EMERSON, 3 -IE -2 9 —KELLY GREEN-BLACK-GREY

The Maine Stakes showcased
perhaps the best card in its ten year
history on Friday July 29th at
Bangor’s Bass Park. First, stakes
graduate Star of Lov’s 2:04.4 win,
erased the 47 year old trot record
etched by Jimmy Jordan and Pedro
Tipton. Bob Allen’s son of Watchful
was piloted by Don Richards.
Next, Walter Case Jr. returned to
Bangor, where it all began. He
helped wrap up the best meet in
memory, when he wheeled George
Robinson’s Valerie’s Beano (Mr.
Suffolk-Meadow Valerie) to the
winner’s circle. They shaved a full
second off the Maine stakes mark,
set last season at Skowhegan by
Luck’s Lazy Lady (Scotch BankerLuck Ahead). More significant the
quick son of Mr. Suffolk covered the
final half in 1:00 with the last
quarter recorded in :29 flat. It was
the fastest mile of the meet, and only
l/5th second off the track’s pacing
mark, set two years ago by Rebecca
Jean and Walter Case Jr. Casey can
still bring them to their feet back
home.
Among the other divisions, a pair
of fillies recorded quick upset wins.
Say Louise (Old Frazier-Buzzer)
threaded past 11 other two year olds
to reach the wire first in 2:10.1 for
Tony Dearborn, while Michelle’s
Image (Romeo’s Image-Miss N.J.),
a quick daughter of former state
record holder Romeo’s Image,
never looked back as she set a new
life mark pacing the Bass Park half
mile track in 2:05.4 as she led the
three year old fillies home.
Gaelic Blazon (Nevele Pilot-Betty
Byrd) beat the juvenile colts for his
third win in four starts. Leigh Fitch
found racing room along the rail
even though the colt left from the
second tier.
In the trot divisions both Oak
Ridge Dusty (Laver to HanoverMystery’s Secret), and T.W. Hap
piness (Two Demand-Mattuta) were
repeat winners. Ironically each is by
a pacing bred stallion.
The Maine Stakes are funded by a
percentage of the exotic wagering.
Already more than $103,000 has been
distributed this year. Stakes racing
now travels to Skowhegan Raceway
before the trek to Presque Isle.
TWO YEAR OLD FILLIES
1. Jody Overlook (Pastime Fatman — 1
2. Bonney Eagle 3. Mary’s Pilot 4. Say
(Owner — Clyde Crane)
TWO YEAR OLD COLTS $
1. Gaelic Blazon (Nevele Pilot -• Betty
2. Pacealong Bert 3. I’m Rainy Night 4
(Owner — Elmer and Joanne Ballard)
TWO YEAR OLD TROT $2,
1. Oak Ridge Dusty (Laverto Hanover 2. Knotch Hill Skipper 3. Boat Captain
(Owner — Oak Ridge Farm)

FRO STSTA R
$12$—

_

4966Y

b c, 3, by Big League S tar-F ro st Princess by Dale Frost
ieannie & Robert McGhee & Gerald McLaine, Maine 6 N.Y.
Ortver ROBERT McGHEE, 9-28 5 4-RED-WHIT E _____ j

THREE YEAR OLD FILLIES
1. Chinbro Nic O Time (Time Clock —
2. Michelle’s Image 3. Windsock Surf 4.
(Owner — Ival Cianchette)
THREE YEAR OLD COLTS !
1. Maine Mariner (Skipper Glen — Imp
2. Valerie’s Beano 3. Unstable Sean 4. 1
(Owner — Richard Weeman & Roland
THREE YEAR OLD TROT $1. T.W. Happiness (Two Demand — M<
2. Keystone Curly 3. Hickory Doc 4. Hi
(Owner — Jean Emerson, Alberta Em<
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BREEDERS STAKES
Skowhegan Results
Skowhegan Raceway, with a 165
fair tradition, and a harness
heritage nearly as long, hosted the
fifth leg of the Maine Breeders
Stakes. Friday’s draw was the
assault on Skowhegan’s venerable
pacing track record of 2 :0 2 1/2 , set in
1937 by Ray Henley, and matched
two years later by Little Pat. Last
year stakes filly Luck’s Lazy Lady
(Scotch Banker — Luck Ahead)
roared home in 2:02.4, establishing a
stakes standard, but no new track
mark.
This year Valerie’s Beano (Mr.
Suffolk — Meadow Valerie) and
Maine Mariner (Skipper Glenn —
Impromptu) squared off. Each
boasted a 2:01.4 race record, but the
Skowhegan standard held. Without a
pacesetter the field reached the half
in 1:02.4. The final half was covered
on 1:00.2, but it wasn’t fast enough.
These colt pacers return during fair
week for a second try, and if they fail
race secretary Tom Kiley has a
crack invitational field promised for
a purse of $5,000 on the final af
ternoon of the meet.
Elsewhere, Chinbro Nic O Time
(Time Clock — Nicky Mac), a quick
daughter of Time Clock earned here
second stakes win in 5 tries for the
Chinbro stables. Chet Emerson
guided his Two Demand trotter,
T.W. Happiness (Two Demand —
Mattuta) to his third consecutive
victory, drawing away from
Keystone Curly (Keystone Gemini
— Fury J) and Halson Parks.
The juvenile trotters fell to the
Laverto Hanover colt Oak Ridge
D usty (L av erto H anover —
Mystery’s Secret) one more time.
His win streak now stands at four,
and no legitimate challenger has yet
to emerge.
Gaelic Blazon (Nevele Pilot —
Betty Byrd) led Leigh Fitch to the
winner’s circle for his third stakes
trium ph while Jody Overlook
(Pastime Fatman — Tiny Widow)
shocked a bulky field of two year old
fillies for her upset win in 2:08.3.
Last week’s winner, Michelle’s
Image (Romeo’s Image — Miss
N.J.) closed to place.
Maine stakes racing moves to
Aroostook County, and the Northern
Maine Fair before returning south to
the Skowhegan Fair.

O A K R ID G E D U S T Y
$00-

0690Z

694DZ

br f, 2, by Pasttim e Fat M an-Tiny Widow by Hillsota
Clyde R. Crane, Whiting, Maine
Driver-CHESTER M. CARTER, 1-1-28—WHITE-8LACKRED

5910Y

b g. 3, by Skipper G lenn-Im prom ptu by Thorpe Hanover |
Richard R Weeman & Roland Cole, Maine
Driver DENNIS MAY. 7 11-44-MAROON G0LD-LT BLUE

JO D I O V ER LO O K
500—

b g, 2, by Laverto Hanover-M ystery’s Secret by Air Cadet
Oak Ridge Farm, Milo, Maine
Dnver-WADE CANNEY. 3 30 44-KELLY GREEN-PURPLE

,544 AUGUST 4 Time 2:08.2
iny Widow ......................... C. Carter
,ouise 5. Romie’s Tuffy
,306 AUGUST 3 Time 2:06
Byrd) ................................. L. Fitch
Suffolk’s Son 5 . Trusty Blaze
78 AUGUST 3 Time 2:17.1
• Mystery’s Secret) ......... W. Canney
. Bobby C’s Boy 5. Jim’s Choice
M,921 AUGUST 5 Time 2:05.4
Jicky Mack) ................. D. Richards
Val Black 5. Race Me Dreamboat
,316 AUGUST 5 Time 2:03.1
omptu) ..................................... D - May

rost Star 5. Our Little Ace
ole)
713 AUGUST 3 Time 2:10.3
tuta) ......................... C. Emerson
bro’s Faith 5. Knotch Hill Kevin
son and Cora Bouchard)

M A IN E M A R IN E R
$ 2 ,1 5 0 —2 ,2 :0 6 2 (1 )

"

'
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Farbro Diamond Streaks To Win In Fox boro Freshman Pace

Foxboro Freshman Pace winner Farbro Diamond (American Shadow-Miss Nova Scotia)
FOXBORO — Another son has Mass Sire Stakes program. Of the comfortable fifth in the pack for
stepped up to build on the legacy of ten horses that made it through the more than five-eighths of the mile.
one of the risin g sire s in two weeks of qualifying for the final, Ranger took the horse out down the
Massachusetts, American Shadow. Farbro Diamond was the lone horse backstretch but failed to make up
Farbro Diamond, the two-year-old to be bred in the state.
any ground early as his colt was a
son of American Shadow — Miss But it was far from an easy task parked fifth at the three-quarter
Nova Scotia by Tarport Count, for Farbro Diamond, owned and pole.
outrushed a field of nine other trained by Roger and Barrie Farrar But with the early pacesetters,
youngsters, to capture the $33,800 of nearby Wrentham and driven by Demaro’s Goldrunner and Pub’s
Cub, starting to tire, Ranger made
final of the Foxboro Freshman Bruce Ranger.
Pace. It was the second son of Scoring out of the second tier with his big move and was but a length
American Shadow to win the Fox the 10-horse field, Farbro Diamond and a quarter off the lead at the head
boro Freshman Pace in three years followed the move of the rail horse, of the stretch. He tracked down the
and was a victory of the emerging Boo Boo Kitty, and sat a very field and then held off the late

Plainville Hosts Mass Sires Stakes

Fair racing in Massachusetts went straight to the top, and
shifted to Plainville on July 31 for a aRhough her lead decreased from
full card of eleven Mass. Sires’ four lengths at the quarter-pole to a
Stakes races. The track was light length at the wire, she was a game
ning fast, with six lifetime marks winner over Bay Ruby and Jim
Elliott. Crane Hill lisa upped her
being bested or equaled.
The first two races were for two- seasonal earnings to $28,651, tops
year-old trotters, with one division among all Mass.-bred trotters.
for colts and geldings and the other The two-year-old colts and
for fillies. In the colts and geldings geldings class was divided into three
division, Crane Hill James (Roman divisions. The first was won by
Key — Happy Hostess) was an easy Gert’s Song (Nehru-Mimi’s Song)
winner for driver Andrei Guidette. and driver Ray Tremblay. Gert's
Crane Hill James went straight to Song went right to the top and
the top, with Roman Legacy (Ernie demolished the field by fifteen
Houle) settling in second. By the
while breaking his maiden
quarter pole, Crane Hill James drew lengths,
winning in 2:11.1. Richelieu
out by *seven lengths as Roman by
Charter overcame a break at the
Legacy jumped Brooklyn P.L.D. three-eighths
pole to close for
moved on to be second. By the half- second. Charming
Billy and Century
mile in 1:09, Crane Hill James drew Knight completed the
away by fifteen lengths. He won in The second divisionfield.
was also won
hand for Guidette, trotting the final by a Tremblay-driven
horse,
quarter in :32.4 to win in a 2:15 by Catamount DoDah (Nehru-Kay
some forty lengths. Roman Legacy Blackstone). He was parked by
appeared to have closed for second,
Wally (Steve O’Toole) by the
but jumped again just before the Wicked
in :32.2, but reached the lead
wire and Brooklyn P.L.D. ended up quarter
and
the
rail
at the three-eighths pole.
second. Christian and Crane Hill
John completed the field. For Crane At this point, Bonnie Time Billy,
Hill James and owner Don Guidette, being catch-driven by Jim Morrill,
it was a new lifetime mark and an moved to the outside to challenge the
leader. These two raced in tandem
increase in earnings to $2,381.
The two-year-old filly trot was until the five-eights, when Bonnie
only a three-horse race, and, as Time Billy made the first of his three
Naida’s Angel jumped at the start, it breaks. Catamount Do Dah then
was actually a two-horse race. Helen drew away to win by 8 lengths, with
D’s magic (Cadwallenden — Pearli Bonnie Time Billy closing down the
H’s Magic) went straight to the top rail to be second, and a very tired
and never looked back, although Ms. Wicked Wally holding on for third.
Turtle Egyptian Ace — Ta Racer) Davey’s General completed the
and Jim Morrill closed gamely to be field, as Catamount Do Dah equaled
beaten by only a length. For owner- his lifetime mark.
trainer-driver John Distefano, Helen The third division was the fastest
D’s Magic upped her seasonal and most competitive, as all four
entries had already shown wins. M.
earnings to $3,928.
The third race was a trot for three- O. Star (Kar Hanover-Friday Star)
year-olds which fielded two horses. and Marcel Boisse went flying out to
Crane Hill lisa (Egyptian Ace — the lead, by the quarter pole in :30.4
Happy Hostess) and Andrei Guidette and the half in a sizzling 1:01.1, He

By JOE HARTMANN
charge of Bert Beckwith aboard
Latch On Champ to score the length
and three-quarter win.
The win upped Farbro Diamond’s
career earnings to over $19,000 in
three pari-mutuel starts. Latch On
Champ (Bret’s Champ — Lachenson
by Coffee Break) owned by Beck
with, Chazy Associates and the Red
Coat Stable was second while
Demaro Goldrunner (B.G.’s Bunny
— Lisa Mona by Bret Hanover),
owned by Jim Doherty, F&H
Rubinetti and the Beaver Stables,
trained by Bill Sivret and driven by
Doherty finished third.
The rest of the field: Pub’s Cub,
Anchor Hanover, Unemployment
Line, Profit Center, Uncle Nick and
Boo Boo Kitty. Boston Bunny had
qualified but was sick and scratched
out of the final.
The final time for the race was
2:02, a very respectable time for the
two year olds at Foxboro.
In the qualifying heats, the
previous two weeks, Perry Simser’s
Profit Center, a shipin from
Saratoga, had scored two victories
while Farbro Diamond notched one
and the other came by Pub’s Cub
who set the two-year-old seasonal
standard at Foxboro when John
Hogan drove him to a mark of 2:00.2
in a win on Friday July 22. However,
Hogan was en route from Sweden on
the night of the Freshman Pace final
and Pub’s Cub was driven in the
final by Steve O’Toole.

By K. C. Johnson
led by eight lengths at this point. Maple Meli) easily reached the top
However, he began to fade, and early for driver Hubert Provost.
Zim ran (E gyptian Ace-Grand N ina’s Girl (Lord Tar HeelMarie) stepped to the outside and Buttonwood Nina), although scoring
closed the gap to within a length at from the second tier, .settled in
the top of the stretch. Through the second after the quarter pole. These
lane, Zimran pulled away to win by two drew away from the field, with
two lengths in a lifetime best of Nina’s Girl pulling at the top of the
2:06.4. M.B. Star was second, Sharp stretch and going on to win by five
Lee Music third, and Feature Star lengths in 2:05.3. She upped her 1983
earnings to a stakes-high $34,611.
fourth.
The two-year-old filly division was Rock Maple Jan Jan, Sis Areba,
split into two. The first was won by Impella and Funny Face’s T.C. were
Roman Maud (Roman Key-Maud the balance of the field.
Knight) and Ernie Houle in 2:10.3. The tenth race (second division)
Jumpsuit (Joe Hall) and Mine Yours was three seconds slower but
Ours (Bert Beckwith) battled for the featured an exciting three-way
early lead, with Jumpsuit getting to photo which was won by Crane Hill
the top at the quarter pole. Roman Italia and driver Vance Boyd. The
Maud broke third and pulled at the Egyptian Ace filly went wire-to-wire
three-eighths. She and Jumpsuit from the one hole to win by a nose
went head-to-head until midway while establishing a new lifetime
through the stretch, when Roman best of 2:08.3. Rock Maple D.J., who
Maud gained a slight lead and then was parked the entire mile, was
drew away. Mine Yours Ours closed second for driver Mike Mullane,
alertly to be second, with St. Pauli while Pauly’s Shadow and Bruce
Girl third. Jumpsuit and Fancy Irish Ranger made a big three-wid? move
completed the field. Roman Maud through the stretch to be third.
upped her lifetime earnings to $1,402 Farbro Knoxet and D’s D’s Miracle
for the members of Longmeadow’s completed the field.
Young Meadow Farm.
The eleventh and final dash was
The second division was won in a for three-year-old colts and geldings
close photo by Dari’s Babe (Lebanon and was won in a wire-to-wire effort
Glory-Darlene’s Dream) and Bobby by Last of Mick (Bonnie Time BoyConstantino, Shadow’s Caper went Demon Lady) and George Pelletier
to the top, but an early move by in 2:08.1. Sharp Lee Max and Don
Wynn’s Mabel By (Dan Tuccillo) Guidette got caught behind tiring
flushed out Dari’s Babe just before horses, and made a three-wide move
the half. She easily passed a tired too late to challenge the leader. He
Shadow’s Caper, but Wynn’s Mabel was second by two-and-a-half
By drew alongside to challenge for lengths. For Last of Mick, the effort
the lead. These two battled neck-for- upped his seasonal earnings to
neck for the rest of the mile, with $6,108, second only to Farbro Monty
Dari’s Babe winning by a head. (who did not race) in his division.
Shadow’s Caper, Crane Hill Jamy,
and Cantop Bataille rounded out the Thus, this year’s edition of the
field.
Plainville Fair was completed, and
The ninth race was the first of the these same horses will move on to
three-year-old filly divisions. Rock the Sharlu Fair at Sharlu Farms on
Maple Jan Jan (Lord Tar Heel-Rock August 14.
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Foxboro Raceway Leading Winner
By Joe Hartmann

Foxboro Raceway’s Edward J. Keelan escorts his daughter, Karen and her hus
band, Richard F. Kinsman to their wedding reception held at Boston’s Copley
Plaza Hotel. Karen has worked with track publicity until recently and Richard has
previously served as Race Secretary.
P A C E - 1 M IL E
Purse $1,600
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W arm u p t a d d le c lo th -•W H IT E
HORSES RACING WITH 8UTA20UDIN
NUMBERS 1, 2, 3. 4
i a y p r o g r a m n u m b e r ______

H d w TO BfcT
1. First state the amount of your
bet.
2. West state the type of bet you
want.
3. Finally, state the number of
the honefs).

TRIFECTA & PERFECTA BETTING

CLAIMING HANDICAP PRICES S3.500-S4.000
(Post Position Drawn to Base Price)

Last Count wins his ninth consecutive race at Foxboro with quarters in 29.4 —
1:01.4 — 1:32.1 — 2:01.1 on a sloppy track, August 6.

Foxboro’s Hogan Does America Proud
FOXBORO — John Hogan, known
to those in New England as one of
the ablest of harness racing drivers,
has been taking his show on the road
lately and showing others just how
capable a driver he is.
After a successful stint at the
Meadowlands in the winter where he
was the fifth leading driver in a
three-month trial, Hogan came back
to Foxboro and quickly proved
himself again one of the best.
Hogan had an even bigger
challenge just recently. He traveled
to Sweden to participate in an In
ternational Driving Competition
among drivers from Europe and the
rest of the world. Hogan was the
representative of the United States
by virtue of his winning the title as
the top percentage driver in the
United States in 1982, according to
figures kept by the United States
Trotting Association.

FOXBORO — One of the most
illustrious careers in New England
standardbred racing is nearing its
end. But unlike the military career
of Douglas Mac Arthur, Last Count is
not just fading away.
The 14-year-old gelding, who has
enjoyed one of the most illustrious
careers in the history of the sport
here, added another sensational
chapter to his life story on Saturday
night, Aug. 6, when he scored his
ninth consecutive victory at Foxboro
Raceway, breaking the track mark
for most consecutive wins.
Before a crowd of more than 3,700
at Foxboro on a hot, muggy
Saturday night, Last Count, owned
by Phillip Lyons of Westbrook,
Maine, trained by Foxboro’s leading
trainer Colen Mosher, and driven by
Foxboro’s leading driver Bill Parker
Jr., took apart a five horse field of
pacers in a claiming handicap and
rolled to not only his ninth straight
win, but his 12th in the last 13 starts
at Foxboro. Ironically, the only loss
Last Count has suffered in the string
came when Parker, who maintains
his own stable while being the
primary driver for the Mosher
stable, drove Kawartha Irish to the
win while Bruce Ranger piloted Last
Count to a third place finish.
The remarkable story of Last
Count is enhanced by the fact the
pacer is in his final year of com
petition. Due to United States
Trotting Association regulations, no
horse may compete after the age of
14. Therefore, whether the pacer has
been successful or not, the
racirig year would be the final one
for Last Count.
It was a miraculous twist of fate
that gave Last Count the opportunity
to set the Foxboro record. Veteran
owner Lyons, who professes to be a
fan of the sport as well as an owner,
said that he had always wanted to
own Last Count, one of the biggest
money earners in New England
history.
“ My wife and I had talked about it
over the winter,” Lyons said after
the record-breaking mile. “ I said
that if I had a chance I would like to
own the horse and bring him up to
Maine. But at the time it was just a
thought.”
By JOE HARTMANN

The thought became more than
that this spring. “I went over to see
Bill Berube,” Lyons continued.
“And I asked him if he had any
horses for sale. He said he had two.
But when he said the name Last
Count, he didn’t have to say
anything else. I bought him with the
intention of taking him to Maine to
race cheap.”
Mosher picks up the story here.
“Phil and I have been friends for a
long time and we have owned some
horses together. He said he had
bought Last Count and that he would
like to borrow my truck and trailer
to take the horse to Maine. I
suggested that he try the horse here
one time first. That is when things
got started.”
Mosher said that it has been an
extreme pleasure working with the
horse. “He is just the nicest, mildest
animal I’ve ever had,” he continued.
“ I could let a kid look after him. He
works hard out on the track and just
doesn’t want to get beat. But in the
barn, he’s a sweetheart.”
Of course, Last Count has been one
of New England’s biggest names for
most of his career. It was under the
training and driving of Bert Beck
with that the son of Tarport CountBettina Abbe by Gene Abbe rose to
the top of the Invitational ranks here
at Foxboro and at Rockingham Park
in the 1970s. Beckwith got his first
ever 2:00 mile on Last Count and
drove him to his lifetime mark of
1:59.3 as a 6-year-old here. The win
August 6, raised Last Count’s career
earnings to over $281,000 — most of
which wag earned with Beckwith.
“He won over a quarter of a
million dollars for me,” Bert
commented recently. “All of about
$12,000 of that was in New England.
He was just a perfect animal to work
with and he was tough year after
year. The reason why he was so good
was that he was so consistant. He
was just a good honest race horse
who gave me everything I asked of
him.”
Beckwith, who had the horse for 10
years got quite a solid return on the
$10,000 he paid for him as a twoyear-old. And racing fans in New
England got a lot of great memories.
And the way Last Count is going, the
last memory isn’t here yet.

New England Harness Writers Assn.

He did not let the red, white and three-eighths. They also have some
blue down. Hogan finished fourth, races with no starting gate, but all of
the highest finish ever by a U.S. our races were from behind the
driver in the competition and while gate.”
he just missed receiving an award — Hogan said there were other
which went to the top three drivers differences as well. “The track
— he earned so much respect among surface is similar to those here in the
the organizers that he has been U.S. with the exception of the turns,
invited back to compete in Sweden which are more banked. The big
difference, however, was in the way
again next year.
“It was a beautiful experience,” the races are driven. Everyone will
Hogan said on his return to the leave from the gate for about the
United States last week. “We were first quarter of a mile and then they
treated very well there, the just hold their places, whether it is
hospitality was tremendous and the next to the rail, first over or
whatever. They hold those spots
country is just beautiful.”
Hogan said that it was a unique right up until the stretch and then
experience and a challenging one everyone goes as hard as they can
racing in Sweden. “-The racing was, from where they had placed
to say the least, different,” Hogan themselves.
John Hogan said that the trip was
continued. “First, it is all trotters.
And there are races of varying a very worthwhile experience for
lengths. The races we had in com him and he hopes to return again
petition were all the same length, next year to represent the U.S. in
2100 meters or about a mile and Sweden.
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Driver-Trainer Profile — Bill Silk
HINSDALE, N.H. — Bill Silk is a
big, rawboned man of 51 who
operates out of Chesterfield, N.H.,
half a dozen miles down the road to
Keene and has been racing harness
horses at Hinsdale for 24 years.
“They had a 30 day meeting that
first year and, as I recall, I went to
Foxboro, but I’ve been coming here
ever since and it’s like coming
home.”
* It was a Sunday afternoon in the
Clubhouse and Silk had a rare day
off. He watched the races with his
wife, Dorothy, whose father was
Paul Welcome, one of the pioneer
drivers at the track. Silk was en
titled to a little time off. The
Universal Driver Rating through 24
days in July had him in third place
with a .402. He had 37 starts with 11
firsts, 4 seconds and five thirds. He
was tenth leading dash winner on
those figures, with all other drivers
in the top ten having far more starts.
You could say that Silk makes his
drives count.
Silk came out of Stafford Springs,
Conn., where his father is now the

Week One

police chief. Getting out of the
service in ’56, he soon went into the
horse business on his own. “I’d been
around horses since the age of four,”
remarked Silk.
How long did it take Silk to become
more than a competent driver? He
laughs. “Some people hang on the
rail and tell me I’m not much of a
driver yet.” Trotting has its boobirds too, but somehow you get the
impression they don’t bother Bill
Silk much.
Some of Silk’s better horses
currently are J.S. Ridge, VP Roma
and Little Spooker. VP Roma was
eligible for the New York Sires and
on this particular afternoon the Silks
were looking forward to three-day
trips to Vernon and Syracuse. Silk,
at one time or other, has gone
against the best drivers in the
business and taken his turn at
Yonkers and the Meadowlands. But
he has no desire to take New York by
storm.
“ One night at the Meadowlands,”
he recalls, “I had a horse that went
in 1:58.1/5, and we were last.

There’s a lot of pressure on a onehorse driver competing against that
big production. Silk has been in
races with purses totalling over
$80,000 with Effem and Coral Star.
Some other standouts Silk has rid
den include Bay State Andy, Holly’s
Golden Boy and Glen HW. Silk also
had Coral Star, New England and
New Hampshire horse-of-the-year,
which won eight in a row on the
Hinsdale oval.
Silk doesn’t buy the theory that a
driver necessarily gets better every
year. “There’s no way that an older
driver has the agility or coordination
of a younger man,” he claims, “but
from experience you can pick up the
pattern of other drivers.”
The Silks keep one of the picture
stables at Hinsdale, working that
long horsemen’s day that extends
from 7:30 to 1:00 after the races.
They take a couple of hours off in the
afternoon to do the errands. Then, at
night, between 8 and 11, Bill Silk
runs his own special kind of errands
and is running them better than
ever.

New England Sire Stakes

Entries were heavy for the initial
events on the 1983 New England Sire
Stakes schedule. Two divisions were
required for both the two-year-old
trot and pace at Hinsdale Raceway
on Friday evening, July 8th.
Helen D’s Magic (CodwallenderPearly H’s Magic) stopped the timer
at 2:21 2/5 to take the first division of
the $2,100 two-year-old trot. The
Massachusetts-bred filly, owned by
John and Joe Distefano, held off Ms.
Turtle (second) and Christian
(third) in the lane to record her
second win of the young season.
Bob Cross steered Naida’s Angel
(Roman Key-Evil Step Mother) to
her maiden victory in the second
division. Naida and Francis Gay’s
Mass.-bred trotting filly came from
behind to conquer Salisbury Favor
(second) and Dede’s Blitzy (third)
with a 2:16 2/5 trip.
There were fourteen entered for
the $3,840 two-year-old pace. In first
division action it was New Hamp
shire-bred J.S. Ridge (Coral RidgeLib Hill) all the way in 2:08 3/5. Bill
Silk drove the promising colt for
owners Perley and Jane Plante.
Wynn’s Mable By was second with
Flowering Ivi third.
Bill McNamara’s Mr. R.F.D. Mac
(E.Z. Win-Joyce Mac) was im
pressive in a 2:06 1/5 wire-to-wire
romp in the second division. Tom
McNamara had the reins while the
New Hampshire-bred colt as gaining
his third win in six outings. Doc Ron
E. was second over Riv-Lea Ridge
(show).
Three-year-olds grabbed the
spotlight on Saturday evening, July
9th. Cleggan, with Ed Gilman at the
helm, wired a small field of
sophomore trotters to take the lion’s
share of the $2,200 purse. It was the
seventh win in only eight lifetime
starts for the New Hampshire-bred
Blitzen filly owned by J.R. Colby.
Mr. Exeter (second) and Hasty
R.N.J. (third) were next best in the
2:13 mile.

Swanzey Gus (Song Man-War
Donna) arrived at the wire first in
the first division of the $4,340
sophomore pace. Bob Lefebvre
handled the driving chores for
as the New Hampshire-bred colt
paced in 2:05 3/5. Last of Mick
placed and Rock Maple Jan Jan got
up to take show.
True Facts and Spike’s Prince
waged a personal war for most of the
mile in the second division, but when
the dust had settled after the 2:04 2/5
mile, it was longshot A.V.’s Butler
(Butler’s Dream-Happy Barbara) in
the winner’s Circle. Ray Barnes
urged the New Hampshire-bred colt
to the front in the final stride or two
to turn back True Facts (second)
and Spike’s Prince (third). The
winner is owned by Arthur Varnum.

Week Two
Two-year-old trotters have never
before been so numerous in New
England. Once again two divisions
were required for the $2,000 fresh
man trot as the second weekend of
New England Sire Stake events got
underway on Friday evening, July
22, at Hinsdale Raceway.
Naida and Fran Gay’s Naida’s
Angel (Roman Key-Evil Step
mother) gained her second win in six
outings with a 2:201/5 mile in the
first division. Bob Cross was able to
keep the Mass.-bred filly trotting
well in the lane to hold of Riv-Lea
Titan (place) and Dave’s Thunder
(show).
Helen D’s Magic (CadwallenderPearl H’s Magic) grabbed another
in second division action with a
2:152/5 wiring job. Owner-driver
John Destefano sat behind the
Mass.-bred rookie as she recorded
win number three in only four starts.
Dede’s Blitzy managed to clinch
place ahead of a fast-closing Crane
Hill James.
In the filly division of the $3,780
two-year-old pace, Naida’s Star
(Job-Rummy Helen) provided a

By Rick Miller

second visit to the winners circle for
Naida and Fran Gay with a comefrom-behind effort in 2:083/5. Bob
Cross steered the New Hampshirebred distaffer to her maiden score
for a driving double. Miss Deja Vu
(place) and Wynn’s Mabel By
(show) were next best.
Mr. R.F.D. Mac (E Z Win-Joyce
Mac) continued his impressive
domination in the colt division. Bill
M cNam ara’s slick-gaited roan
made it five in a row with a
seemingly effortless mile of 2:054/5.
Tom McNamara guided the juvenile
New Hampshire-bred to the top
where he stayed all the way to turn
back Salisbury Peter (place) and
J.S. Ridge (show).
J.R. Colby’s Cleggan (BlitzenMiss Deborah Dean) collected her
third consecutive win on Saturday
evening in the $2,300 three-year-old
trot. Ed Gilman was in the bike as
the New Hampshire-bred filly
coasted to the wire in 2:151/5. Mr.
Exeter finished second with Hickory
Doc getting the nod for show.
Bob and Ruth Milkey were on
hand to watch their fleet Salluck
filly, True Facts, wire the field in the
filly division of the $4,130 sophomore
pace. The New Hampshire-bred
pacing machine has won recently in
2:021/5, but all it took this time was a
2:072/5 trip. Ed Gilman kept the
sometimes erratic lass flat on this
occasion to gain a driving double.
Rock Maple Jan Jan placed and D’S
D’S Miracle took show.
After last week’s record-setting
mile, Don Shultze’s Quick Progress
(Progressor-Kristen Butler) was
sharp again in winning the
sophomore colt division. A1 Langille
took the New Hampshire-bred
speedster back to dead last from
where he quickly circled the field to
take command just past the quarter.
The timer read 2:03 as Quick
Progress turned to head for the
winner’s circle. Swanzey Gus paced
gamely to be second while A.V.’s
Butler hung on to show.

Pdge l5*

New Hampshire
Sire Stakes Action

First Leg
The New Hampshire Sire Stakes
Program began its ninth year with a
$1,710 two-year-old trot on July 15, at
Hinsdale Raceway. Taking the
honors in the opening event was
Armas Kainu’s Dede’s Blitzy
(Blitzen-Dealer’s Didi). Ed Gilman
had the colt quickly on top and it was
no contest all the way to the wire in
2:17 3/5. Riv-Lea Titan was next best
in the seven-horse field, followed
closely by Rambling Puddin’.
Tom McNamara reigned Mr.
R.F.D. Mac (E Z Win-Joyce Mac) to
victory in the $3,860 two-year-old
pace. It was the fourth straight win
for Bill Me Namara’s talented colt.
The timer read 2:05 4/5 as J.S. Ridge
(place) and Naida’s Star (show)
chased the leader pat the wire.
In a $2,200 trotting event for threeyear-olds on July 16, Ed Gilman
scored again with J.R. Colby’s
Cleggan. The Blitzen filly cut the
2:11 1/5 mile and was never
seriously challenged by Outcast
(place) or Mr. Exeter (show).
A solid, eight-horse field of threeyear-olds went to post in the $4,060
sophomore pace. The event was
hotly contested and it took a new
track record for 3-year-old geldings
of 2:02 2/5 to get Don Schultze’s
Quick Progress to the winner’s
circle. A1 Langille sat behind the son
of Progressor as he moved three
wide on the final turn to put away
A.V.’s Butler (place) and Swanzey
Gus (show).

Second Leg
Riv-Lea Titan made the first trip
to the winner’s circle on July 29 at
Hinsdale Raceway where the second
leg of the New Hampshire Sire
Stakes was held. The son of Job,
owned by Dan and Kevin O’Reilly,
wired a field of seven two-year-old
trotters in 2:18.4. Dede’s Blitzy and
Dave’s Thunder finished second and
third, respectively.
Peter and Jean Burling’s Jumpin
Judo (Coral Ridge-Lucky Girl)
ended the domination of Mr. R.F.D.
Mac with a stunning upset in trackrecord time in the $3,480 two-yearold pace. Joe Clohossey gunned
Jumpin Judo out of the four hole to
blaze a trail to the half in 1:01. Mr.
R.F.D. Mac, no longer content to
enjoy a pocket trip, was pulled at
this point to challenge the fleet filly.
The pair of rookie pacers battled
head-to-head into the club-house
turn where Mr. R.F.D. Mac sud
denly broke to spoil any chance for
win number six in a row. Jumpin
Judo continued on to stop the timer
in a neat 2:04. It was an all CoralRidge finish as J.S. Ridge (place)
and Coral Frost (show) followed
their half-sister past the wire.
On July 29, the Sire Stakes action
opened with Dan Carlisle driving his
sophomore trotter, Mr. Exeter
(Isolator-Bleeding Heart), to victory
in a $2,160 event. Outcast finished
second and Hasty R.N. J. was third n
the 2:15.2 mile.
Don Schultze’s Quick Progress
made it three straight in the $4,490
three-year-old pace. A1 Langille had
the Progressor gelding on top at the
quarter and from there on it was a
breeze to the end in 2:03.1. True
Facts was next best with A.V.’s
Butler third.
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OLD GLORY SALE
Yonkers Raceway — Yonkers, N.Y.

Where a select group of yearlings will sell on ...
Saturday, August 20th
At 1:00 P.M.

Take a break, horsemen — bring your owners, your relatives, your friends.
This is the sale “Where New Englanders meet!” There’ll be something for everyone.
Make it a memorable occasion by attending the prestigious CANE PACE on the same day.
Selling At Old Glory ...

Yearling Stud Colts

By The Sensational

SUNDANCE SKIPPER P. 2 , 1 . 57 .3 -

3 , i:56h

(Meadow Skipper — Waydear Hanover)
sire o f Carl's B ird recent 1 9 8 3 W oodrow Wilson
winner in 1:55.3.

,

At two9 was second in heat of Meadowlands
pace, third in Geers Stake. At 3, winner of
Battle o f Saratoga. This stallion's only test
breeding in 1981 produced DANCE WITH
ME HENRY p.2 , 2.00.3h. In 1982 his only
two-year-old was COUNTRY GAMBLER p.2 ,
l:57f. In 1983 the statistics continue to be
tremendously impressive; continuing with
CARLS BIRD p.2 , 2:00.2 (National season's

HIP NO. 4
SKIPPERS' SURPRISE,'

black colt
born May 129 1982 is also the first foal from
the mare9 OUTA THE BLUEp.392:1 lh who is
by the Good Time stallion. Rivaltime. The se
cond dam is Another Surprise (Widower
Creed — First Surprise) who has produced
Olympic Honor p. 2:03; Run of Luck p. 2:05
and Celebrate p. 2:06 who is the dam of
Celebrate's Jewel p.39 1:58.3 — Say It Again
p.29 2:00.2 ('82) and Celebrate's Hit p.29
2:03 ('83) most definitely another Meadow
Skipper influence.
These two Sundance Skipper yearlings are
eligible to the New York Sire Stakes9 Adios
Stake, Cane Pace9Dancer Memorial Freehold
Stake9 Hanover/Hempt9 Freestate Stake9
Historic Series9 Landmark Stake and Miller
Memorial.

record) — COUNTRY FIESTA p.29 2:02.2 —
SUNDANCE FRANK p .2 9 2 :0 4 .2h —
LEATHER STOCKINGS p.29 2:06.4 —
SUNDANCE BAY p. 2 2:06 — and more.
TINKERS LADY J. p.29 2:08.lh. It takes a
special kind of sire to produce one record per
former after another! His stock for '84 has
unbelievable potential9 and includes these two
yearlings from the following dams:

HIP NO. *5* * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * *

* * * * * *

SUNNY SONNET\

chestnut colt born
April 159 1982 is the first foal out o f the mare9
SONNET MARIA p.39 2:08.3h who is by the
Shadow Wave stallion. Berry Hill. The second
dam is Saratoga Sonnet (Bye Bye Byrd —
Adios Connie) who has produced Sonnet Chip
p. 1:59.1; Frankie's Nero p. 1:57.4; Best
Sonney p. 2:02.2 and Oil Tug a $309000
yearling in '82 who recently won in 2:05.3 on
a half mile track for trainer Bib Roberts.
These colts are healthy9 well developed in
dividuals who have enjoyed the benefits o f
Tizwhiz9 quality hay and a run -in shed where
water is readily available. They have had
proper care; including worming9 trimming
and all necessary shots.
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Track Topics

Hammering Them Down

ON THE RAIL PhilPines
There was a time when it was You’ve got to prove you don’t need
relatively simple to buy a horse. A the money to borrow it. If credit is
little haggling, look into the horse’s approved you usually have to pay for
mouth, examine his teeth, check out the horse within 15 days of the sale
his feet. Make an offer. Horse or else the auctioneer can say:
“ Gimme him back!” If you don’t
trading.
Things are a bit more complicated have a credit line, then you’re
nowadays. Not at all simple. required to come up with the money
Knowing what to do in preparing to (cash, certified check, traveller’s
buy or sell at an auction, checks) within a half hour after the
e s ta b lis h in g c re d it, h a v in g last horse has left the ring unless you
knowledge of warranties, insurance, and the auctioneer have come up
and when you can take possession of with a better arrangement.
your new horse: these are just a few Before bidding begins the
of the things that have taken some of pedigree reader will give updated
the fun out of horse trading. But information about the horse’s
that’s called Progress.
performance or condition, stuff that
However, progress, in this in may not be found in the auction
stance, can be a good thing because catalog. A broodmare may be an
horse trading in the old days could nounced as “in foal” or “in sound
result in your ending up with breeding condition” and if a
something you hadn’t bargained for: veterinarian inspection proves
like an old nag who acted young otherwise, you can get your money
because he had ginger or buckshot in back.
his belly, or black shoe polish hiding A minimum starting bid, or “ upset
his gray hairs. There are laws now, price,” gets the sale underway. If no
in most states, to protect consignors one takes the bid, bring out the next
who put their horses up for sale with horse. A consignor can also request
an auctioneer. Add laws to protect his horse to be “with reserve” which
the buyer from unscrupulous sellers. means the horse cannot be sold
Certain sales, however, are exempt unless he fetches a certain minimum
from auction laws. They may be price. And if a consignor wants to
sales held on farms, sales organized keep the price moving, he can
by breed associations and dispersal participate in the bidding — actually
bid on his own horse. If he ends up
sales held by individual breeders.
If your first experience in horse the highest bidder, he’ll take the
trading is in uncharted waters and horse back to the barn and pay the
you suffer from a severe case of self auction house the standard six
doubt, then maybe you should seek percent for their services.
the aid of a bidding agent. Very often The auctioneer rules at horse
a prospective horse owner will bring sales. If there is disagreement
a trainer/driver with him to the between competing bidders, the
auction: first to examine the horse auctioneer settles it then and there.
in question and, later, to advise on When the hammer is dropped it
the bidding for the animal.
means the auctioneer has accepted
Then comes the tender subject of your bid or offer to buy. Im
paying for the horse that was just mediately an attendant will bring
hammered down in your name. you an Acknowledgement of Pur
Unless you’re an old customer at an chase to sign. If you have sold a
auction you may be required to horse, these major auction houses,
establish a line of credit just as you known for their good reputations and
would at any bank. Time was when a honesty, sure beat the old fashion
man’s word was his bond. But that methods of horse trading: looking
was Time Was. Buying a horse is into their mouths, counting their
pretty much the same as purchasing teeth, and getting shoe polish all
a car, a home or any expensive item. over your hands.
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$10 Million Yearling

The headlines of the week went to signing the measure, or at least to
Sheik Mohammed ibn Rashid al- delay implementation of the idea
Maktoum and bookmaker Robert until the authority can reconsider
Sangster, two men who apparently possible effects of the bill on its
have much of the pride and most of attendance and handle,
the money in the world today. Their Following a meeting this week,
personal battle for possession of a members of the Authority’s board
yearling Northern Dancer colt at the asked chairman Jon F. Hanson, a
Keeneland summer sale resulted in Kean appointee, to personally urge
a price tag of $10.2 million, which Gov. Kean to delay action on the bill,
understandably made headlines The governor has 45 days from
everywhere. The Keeneland sale passage on July 11, or until Aug. 25,
itself, with that one horse helping to sign the bill. Although the vote to
mightly and 11 others bringing $2 r e c o n s id e r its p o lic y w as
m illion or m ore, p o sted a unanimous, the issue reportedly
phenomenal average of $501,495 for split the Authority’s 9-man board,
301 head, a gross of $150,950,000.
with some still in favor of the limited
The thoroughbred world is happy simulcasting to New Jersey tracks
and excited about that, as might be more than 50 miles from The
expected, and we wish the new Meadowlands and others concerned
owners well. Standardbred owners a b o u t th e e f f e c t on T he
also should be happy and excited Meadowlands’ on-track handle,
about it, for it once again reaffirms including possible diversion of
the soundness of their business customers to Atlantic City and a
judgment. To show why and to keep drift to ward off-track betting,
things in perspective we thought it
would be interesting to list below the AND IN CHERRY HILL, GROUND
leading money-winning horses —
IS BROKEN FOR
harness and runners — of 1983 as of
“MEADOWLANDS SOUTH”
this date. Three of the five leaders, New Jersey governor Kean and
including the richest, R alph other dignitaries, and more than
Hanover, are harness horses, and 1,000 invited guests, were on hand
they cost respectively, as yearlings, for the groundbreaking ceremonies
$58,000, $6,000 and $19,000. Cam at Garden State Park in Cherry Hill
Fella, the $19,000 colt, has won $1.3 on W ednesday. . In te rn a tio n a l
million to date. In addition, a French Thoroughbred Breeders’ chairman
trotter, Ideal du Gateau, has just Robert Brennan, who bought Garjoined the runner John Henry in den State for $15.5 million and is
racing’s most exclusive club, the rebuilding the fire ravaged plant,
two of them being the only horses still plans to reopen in February,
ever to win $3 million. Ideal du 1985, with a seven-level clubhouse,
Gazeau did it by winning this week’s complete with atrium and other
Roosevelt International for the ttgj*&jsplendors, that will cost between $77
straight year. Ten million dollar and $95 million. The rebuilding will
yearlings may be all right for sheiks be financed thru sale of an ITB $50
and English bookmakers, but as million stock offering, which
Oliver Wendell Holmes pointed out a Brennan says he expects “will be
century ago the harness horse still heavily oversubscribed”, and the
does pretty well for the common sale of tax-exempt bonds, for which
man.
ITB has received preliminary apMEADOWLANDS ASKS N .J. proval from the New Jersey
GOVERNOR TO DELAY IN- Economic Development Authority.
TERTRACK BETTING ACTION
The New Jersey Racing ComThe New Jersey Sports and Ex- mission, meeting a day before the
position Authority, which last fall groundbreaking, issued provisional
joined with Atlantic City Race thoroughbred and harness permits
Course in seeking intrastate in- to the plant. Brennan and general
te rtra c k betting — and got manager Bob Quigley, who is
legislative approval of it last week supervising the rebuilding, project
(Track Topics, July 11) — has had nightly attendance of 12,000 and
second thoughts and has asked New mutuei handle of $1.6 million for
Jersey Gov. Thomas Kean to hold up Garden State.

Monticello News
MONTICELLO — The tenth
Monticello Classic, to be raced in
1984, will be the last edition of that
stakes. The race was inaugurated in
1975 and for its first two years was
the richest race in the sport.
The Monticello Classic will be
replaced, beginning in 1985, by two
races: the first Benjamin J. Slutsky
Memorial, a three-year-old pacing
stakes with an estimated purse of
$325,000; and the first Lady Catskill,
a race for three-year-old pacing
fillies with an estimated purse of
$ 120, 000 .

Monticello leading driver, Walter Case Jr. wins with No. 4 Dlivi Almahorst in 1:58.4, followed closely by Mighty
Pete No. 5 and Frank Pike HI, Prowling Yankee No. 2 closes on the outside.

The Monticello Classic has been
limited to New York-bred threeyear-old pacers. The Benjamin J.
Slutsky Memorial, in contrast, will
be an open race according to Leo
Doobin, General Manager and
President of Monticello Raceway.
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FOR

An im pressive grandson o f the u n forgettable
M eadow S k ip p er. This M ain e-bred yearling,
fir s t colt o f the dam , is an ou tstan din g in
divid u al w ith the p o te n tia l to go “d o w n to w n ”
a fter perform in g in the local stakes program s.

SKIP’S COUNT

Black Stud Colt — born March 31 , 1 9 8 2
Sire: SK IPPE R K N O X p . 2 :0 0 .4 —
B y the p h en om en al M eadow S k ip p er who is
the leading sire w ith 3 5 0 in 2:0 0 , and also sire
o f the dam s o f 1 3 8 in 2:0 0 . S k ip p er K n o x is
the 1 9 7 6 fo a l o f the m are K n ig h t K n ox, who
has also produ ced:
’74 B r e t’s K n ig h t Out p . 1 :5 7 .4
975 K n ig h t Caller p . 2, 2 :0 1 .3
’7 7 Spring P rom ise (w ho has
been bred to Crash)
Dam: CONTESSA TERESA p . 2 :0 8 .2
Who is B ye B ye Sam p . 1 :5 7 (e x p o rte d ) and
who has produ ced:
58 0 S teady T a ra -(sta k es p la c e d as
a two year o ld )
’81 R o m ie ’s T u ffy -(p re se n tly racing
in the stakes)
Second Dam: CONTESSA TARA
(T o rp id -W a lk A w a y) has p ro d u ced , A .C .’s
Gayle p . 2 :0 0 .1 , P ro m ised One p . 2 :0 2 .3 ,
C hief’s B lackboy p . 2 :0 4 .2 .
S K IP ’S COUNT is a handsom e, healthy, w elld evelo p ed in dividu al who has had the p r o p e r
care to enhance his p ro d u c tiv ity as a tw o-yearold. E ligible to M aine B reeders Stakes and
N ew England Sulky Cham pionship.
I f interested, call: 2 0 7 -2 8 2 -9 2 9 5 .

Most Happy Grenier

By Anthony J. Aliberti

Affable Bobby Grenier has been a young hourse with apples and
fixture in Maine racing ever since he carrots, and Grenier found him a
gave up saddle horses and a high breeze to break and train.
pay construction job more than ten By March, Grenier let the colt
years ago. Grenier, a practical pace on for a bit, when he returned
joking, but talented trainer has to the barn and told his son and chief
developed several colts with speed. aid Reggie Grenier “We’ve got a hell
But nothing has ever come along like of a colt.” That day Most Happy Rod
paced an effortless quarter in .32
Most Happy Rod.
This two year old colt obliterated seconds. From then it was regular
the state juvenile record Sunday, training routine dropping the colt 3
previously held by such talents as seconds a week. Later in the spring
My Bill Foreward and Romeo’s Grenier turned a mile in 2:10.3. By
Image, as he drew clear from tough then he was sure he had “never sat
older horses in 2:00.3 at Scar behind anything like this.”
Grenier is rto neophite. He
borough. it way simply no contest.
Destiny seems an active player in currently trains Persuadable, a
the tale which follows. First, tough old campaigner who won at
Grenier suffering from a cronic bad Scarborough in 2:01. He also had
back was ready to hang up the silks control of Genesee Chuck, Delightful
for good. Other years he traveled to George and Jumbo Byrd from Dick
Florida training colts for Howard B artlett, and handled form er
Beissinger, but last Winter his stable juvenile star H erbar’s Gilles.
was down to just a few horses, and Grenier had a firm basis for com
quitting the game was a viable parison.
Now everyone is in on the secret.
option.
Meanwhile more than two years The colt has moved to the top classes
ago an unraced daughter of Rum at Scarborough Downs, pacing away
Customer was consigned to one of from the competition, but because
the many cheap sales in Ohio. But his sire was not registered in the
before she was sent off her Michigan Michigan Sires Stake, Most Happy
owners bred her to a nearby Rod is not eligible to any major
racehorse. The motives behind the events.
But GRENI ER FOUND A
breeding were never made clear.
Sweet Rum finally made it to Ste. SERIES OF RACES AT Monticello,
Foy Quebec, Canada. She was and will leave for New York soon.
carrying a foal by Ricci Reenee’s Offers have poured in, but unlike
Best, a Tar Heel brother to Ricci owners who plan to market their
Reeni Time a classy performer and colts at the first call, this horse is
Ricci Bold Payster, a local Maine like “found money.” There were no
big dreams when Most Happy Rod
sire, standing in Greene.
In Canada they thought they started out. All attention was
bought a race horse, instead the focused this spring on better-bred
mare continued to gain weight. colts. After all, until Most Happy
Eventually the truth was surmised, Rod, Paul Cote’s best horse was
and the mare, in foal, was sold to King’s Treasure a stead 2:07 mare.
John Lachance and Paul Cote. A few So owners and trainer are en
joying every moment, perhaps
months later a colt arrived.
LaChance sold out early, but there unaware of the magnitude of Most
weren’t many buyers interested in Happy Rod’s achievements. This
an anonimous colt romping unseen colt is already three seconds faster
than any juvenile ever seen in
in a Quebec pasture.
Eventually a trailer backed into Maine. At Monticello he may well
the field and the colt was shipped to prove to be faster than anything on
Maine. Relatively untouched by the grounds.
lumans for a year and a half, not Racing history produces fated
much could be expected of Most horses. Rambing Willie is without
Happy Rod. “It was one big joke,” blue-blooded ancestors, and this year he closes in on $2,100,000 in
said Grenier.
By then Paul Cote picked up Roger earnings.
3ourgoin as partner and Bobby As for Bobby Grenier he is all
Grenier officially took charge as smiles, all he continues to say is “It
trainer. The group sweetened the was just meant to be.”

Most Happy Rod and driver A1 Grenier impress patrons with mile in 2:00.3 at
Scarborough Downs recently.
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FOR SALE

FOXBORO

ew Hampshire/New England
Trotting Bred

“ALL THE AC TIO N YOU CAN H A N D LE ”

Yearling Colt

2 — Daily Doubles
11 — Perfectas
8 — Trifectas

Born: 2-19-82
1

\

(JOB -

BLEEDING HEART)

Half Brother To JIMMY MARVEL 2:03f. ($24,751)

The Twin-Trifecta & The Superfecta!

MR. EXETER With Earnings Of ($3,695)
Good Strong Colt
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$1,200 Or Best Offer

Ellen Kolbe RFD No. 1, Suncook N.H. 03275
Tel. 603-736-9256 After 7:00 P.M.

SUMMER SCHEDULE

FOR SALE

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Dark

1983 Foals (Mass. & N.E. Eligible)

7:45 P.M.

Dark

7:45 P.M.

Friday Saturday Sunday

Jovial Fella’s only colt, out of Donna Me p.2.05.1 by Chipmans Heel,
her first foal.
v f^

7:45 P.M.

7:45 P.M.

7:30 P.M.

• A big filly by Jovial Fella and out of a Kent Hanover mare.
• A colt by Queen’s Knight.
• Yearling colt by Full Dress, well mannered, ready to break.
• B' g 2-year-old Queens Knight gelding, started late, staked.
• Broodmares bred to Jovial Fella, 1:57.4 by Most Happy Fella.
• N.Y. eligible colt by Skipper Chance.

All inquiries welcome,
203-889-0700 or 203-889-7006 (answering service).
N E W E N G L A N D SIRE STAKES

n

LEG WRAPS WITH POCKET
H

I

Can Also Be Used As Brace Bandages

Sire Stake No. 9
Racing Schedule (Two-Year-Olds)
Start
Race
Event Entry Date
*ck
Fee
Date
$60
Aug. 18
Aug. 13
Foxboro
trot
Aug. 18 $160
Aug. 13
Foxboro
pace
Sept. 7
$50
Sept. 3
Scarborough
trot
Sept. 7 $110
Sept. 3
Scarborough
pace
Sept. 15 $50
Sept. 12
Rochester
trot
Sept. 12
Sept. 15 $90
Rochester
pace

Est.
Purse
$3,480
$9,280
$2,400
$6,380
$2,400
$5,220

Sire Stake No. 8
Racing Schedule (Three-Year-Olds)
$70
Aug. 19
Aug. 14
trot
Foxboro
Aug. 14
Aug. 19 $180
pace
Foxboro
$50
Sept. 4
Sept. 8
trot
Scarborough
$140
Sept. 4
Sept. 8
pace
Scarborough
Sept. 13
Sept. 16 $50
trot
Rochester
pace
Sept. 13
Sept. 16 $100
Rochester

$4,060
$10,440
$2,900
$8,120
$2,900
$5,800

Star Leg Wraps
• Proper Length And Stretch
• Machine Wash And Dry
Velcro Closures

• Self Pocket For Easy Storage
• Quality Knitted Elastic Fabric
• Order Direct And Save

Please check if you do not want pocket —

Red

Blue

Green

Total Sets

Total Price

-

Please Enclose Check Total Delivered Price: $9.75 Set

At The Gate
Area
Lewiston

Maine Harness Racing
Channel
Cable 13

’ Patent Pending

Time
Tuesday 7:30
Friday 5:30
Portland
Cable4
Friday 7:00
Westbrook
Cable12
Call
Bangor
Cable12
Thursday 7:30
Brunswick
Cable13
Thursday 7:30
Augusta
Cable3
Monday 6:30
Presque Isle
Cable
Call
If you want “At The Gate” in your local system convince them locally to air the
show. “At The Gate” will send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional
cable systems. Each system airs the segments according to local demand. We are
working to add Westbrook and possibly Rochester to the growing list of outlet
stations.
_______________

“S ervin g sp e cia l n eeds o f h o rse m e n . ”

Star Specialty Knitting Co.

Box 66 Franklin, N.H. 03235
Tel. 603-934-6551
(Order direct front manufacturer and save)

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
“M arne’s Showplace Features Fine Cuisine
Come relax in the air co n dition ed co m fo rt o f the Scarborough Downs clubhouse .
F eatured w ill be specials in the dining room every evening (e x c e p t M onday) and every
Sunday afternoon; p lu s a d electa b le bu ffet on W ednesday evenings p re p a re d by our
superb C hef John F ortin . B e sure to notice our new “D essert D isp la y•”
D on't g et “shut o u t” — to a vo id d isa p p o in tm en ts , reservations are recom m en ded .
Call 2 0 7 - 8 8 3 - 2 0 2 0 f o r a delig h tfu l evening o f p lea sa n t dining and excitin g en terta in m en t .
Our courteous and efficien t sta ff looks fo rw a rd to serving you on a continuing basis .

Plan now to attend Maine’s most prestigious harness racing event
‘’THE *20,000 PRESIDENT’S PACE”
featured at Scarborough Downs on Sunday afternoon, September 4th.

Lloyd Johnson, General Manager, presents the trophy to Russ Wing Jr. after Press Time Collins wins Series

Press Time Collins Sweeps Vacationland Stakes
By LLOYD JOHNSON

Press Time Collins, one of the outside moving towards the leader.
most consistent pacers along the Off three-quarters in 1:31.1, a big
State of Maine harness-racing three-wide move sent Del Val right
circuit, added win number ten to his to the lead, with Press Time Collins
1983-record, while capturing the
clear off the rail and
$4,200 f i nal r o u n d of t he getting
charging
towards that new leader.
Vacationland Pacing Series. The In the stretch
it was all Press Time
time of the mile was 2:01.2, with all Collins and driver
Wing, Jr.,
five-finalists on the wire in a photo drawing clear in Russ
the very late
finish mile.
The early lead in the final-round strides. Walter Reed, Jr., owned
went to longshot Race Me Fritz, who sonForofthe
Precious Fella it was the
held the field safe through early
fractions of .29 and 59.4. Past the second win in this stakes program,
five-eights marker the field began to as he raised his seasonal-bankroll up
tighten up, with Fast Pete along the over $13,500. The remainder of the
rail, and Luck’s Lazy Lady upon the field on the wire included Del Val,

Luck’s Lazy Lady, Race Me Fritz,
and Fast Pete. The winner returned
$5.40, 3.80 and 2.40 across the board.
Looking at the fastest miles of the
week, a very surprising effort by
Our Burner resulted in a super-quick
mile in 2:01.2. This regally-bred son
of Oil Burner never looked back,
whie posting fractions of 28.3, 59.3
and 1:30.2 for driving Freeman
Parker. The young four-year-old
remains undefeated on the current
season, with the record reading fivefor-five, and the earnings now up
over $2,100. Other fast winners
during the six-program period in
clude Sooner Do (2:03.1), Avon

Dasher (2:03.1), Sylvan Irish
(2:03.1), Pretzel Bells (2:03.1), Fly
Fly Lucky (2:03.3) and K. W.
Skipper (2:03.3.).
A quick look at the latest figures
show that the total Mutuel Handle
has now reached $9,983,556, an in
crease of $1,144,260 over last years
$8,939,299-play during the same
period. The nightly average reads
$123,253, well over last years $113,155
figure. Purses are up $137,996 with a
current total of $867,135, with the
Total attendance reaching 155,408.
The tracks major partner, the State
of Maine, has now received $456,352.

PLEASE NOTE:
The September Maine Breeders horse sale at Scarborough Downs* has been cancelled

Joseph Ricci, President

Lloyd Johnson, General Manager

